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Command
Post Is Hit
By Raiders

DIES

Eleven students from the
By BARNEY SEIBE.RT
French Department of Murray
SAIGON (UPI)—South VietHigh School participated in the
namese Black Panther comNational Contest for high school
mandos raided a North Vietnastudents of French on Saturday,
mese supply area inside Laos
April 3.
Five levels of the national test
today and a Saigon commuwere available and each student
nique said the troops destroyed
a Communist command post in
took the examination, based on
sharp fighting. It was the
the course level he is now taking
second such foray since the big
in his school.
offensive into Laos in FebruaMurray High students and the
Mr. and Mrs. Tilmon Armstrong
level of the test they took are as
eY.
Elsewhere 4n the Indochina
follows:
Andy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
the
of
son
theater, South Vietnamese deFrench IV: Anne Battle, Mr. and Mrs. Tilmon ArmNew
the
of
all
Armstrong,
fenders fought off an attack by
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Guy strong of 805 North 18th Street,
Murray, will be honored at a Concord vicinity of Calloway 1,000 North Vietnamese at Tan
Battle.
County.
Canh on the Central Highlands
French III: Steven Beatty, son reception at the Murray
Sunday,
on
House
Club
Woman's
Beatty;
Durwood
Mrs.
of Mr. and
The couple resided in Calloway and field reports said 53
Dixie Hook, daughter of Mr. and April 11, from,two to five p.m. in County until 1942 when they Communists were slain in a
; Kitty Milliken, observance of their fiftieth moved to Hazel Park, Mich. They three-hour battle. Officers at
B. B. Hook.
Mrs.
NEW PRESS INSTALLED—The Ledger and Times has just are: left to right, James C. Williams, Ledger and Times
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles weddfne anniversary.
returned to Murray about five the scene said three South
J.
R.
erector;
McDougal,
recently installed a new, Goss Community, four-unit web offset publisher; Iry Janis, Goss press
D.
Milliken.
and
years ago after he retired from Vietnamese were slain by
relatives
are
friends
All
press and the first edition of the paper was printed on the new Ledger and Times press foreman; and Jim Schmitz, Gass
broke
who
forces
enemy
French II: Diana Boone, invited to attend.
work there.
his
press Monday. The press is capable of printing 18,000, 18-page Salesman.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
are the parents of one son, through barbed wire barricade.
They
on
married
was
couple
The
McCutcheeti
Staff Photo by Gene
papers per hour. Inspecting one of the first papers off the press
hand
within
Boone, Jr.; Anne Erwin,
Armstrong of Murray and charged
April 6,1921 in the home of Squire Richard
range of the central
grenade
daughter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
one
and
One,
Route
Tom Ligons at Claytontown or
Hampton Erwin; Debi Shinners,
(13elva) Helm of command post.
the Kentucky-Tennessee state Mrs. Barney
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
Mich. Their grand- Nearby on the highlands,
Park,
Hazel
same
the
at
married
line. Also
Shinners.
Andy, Alan, and Communist forces early today
time were his sister, Miss Martha children are
of Murray attacked Fire Base 6 near the
French I: Peggy Visher,
Armstrong
Marie
Armstrong, and her brother,
daughter of Dr. Halene Visher
Route One, Ricky Helm of Hazel Laos border in the 10th such
McDaniel.
William
and the late Dr. Stephen Visher;
and Mrs. Lonnie raid in five days. Eleven
Mrs. Armstrong is the former Park, Mich.,
reported
were
Maggie Battle, daughter of Dr.
Potts of Detroit, Communists
Jeanie)
Sharon
Lillie McDaniel, daughter of the
and Mrs. Guy Battle; Kathy
Mich. A great granddaughter is slain.
what
forming
measures
;
sharing
McThomas
Mrs.
and
to
Mr.
late
their
educate
children."
PALMER
By CRAIG A.
Watson,daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Holly Jean Potts of Detroit, Mich. The new South Vietnamese
WASHINGTON ( UPI) —Pres- The proposal, last of six i he calls a "new American John H. Watson; Dorothy Daniel, and Mr Armstrong is the
foray into Laos came as
would
combine
ident Nixon asked Congress special presidential revenue , federalism,"
McKee, daughter of Dr. and
American and South VietnaOne of the most atrocious TV
billion worth of *xi
821
than
more
S. McKenzie. s.
mese forces abandoned Khe
•commercials Is the one for the today to consolidate
and
programs
federal
to
education
aid
Only three contest centers are
Sanh, the base in South
surplus food people urging people 30 federal
money.
new
in
million
to sign up for surplus food. You programs into a $3 billion
Vietnam's northwest corner
Nixon said more than half of in the state of Kentucky. The
package.
the University of
or tthe
he
fwohriwch d hsaudpposrterved afs
can't eat pride" the commercial revenue sharing
the total 83 billion proposed for other two are at
and the
goes on. They fail to mention that He said that would allow local
o Observe Safety Rules
the first year would go to Kentucky, Lexington,
School,
High
big push into Laos which ended
pride is vital to a person taking authorities to "make the hard
providing compensatory educa- Assumption
C. P. Brown was Children in the Murray and stairways so others will not trip late last month.
Dr.
Louisville.
care of himself too.
children.
decisions about the best ways
disadvantaged
for
tion
Bowling Calloway County school systems and fall.
Saigon reports claimed great
States would have the author- the contest director in
—Help keep knives, scissors, success for the 45-day drive
Green.
are being urged to observe a set
Another one we can do without is Wallis Returns From
ity to transfer up to 30 per cent
.
away
poisons
and
part of the medicines
against the Communist military
the commercial which places the
of the funds from one of five The oral part of each test was of six safety rules as a
children,
little
from
of
threna
sm
ao
eilknh
liins
administered by tape only in the annual school safety program
oivirtn e
uhly T
smuipp
blame on the car owner if his car.Meeting In California
by United Press International
careful—and help your
(continue(' on Page Ten)
hi
ndeCrs
Ho
language laboratories of the the Calloway County Easter Seal —Be
is stolen. "Don't help a kid
waded
Coast
East
careful.
be
family
Wallis, of Wallis Drub The
Gingles
(Continue° on Page teui
Academic Athletic Building at campaign.
weather
Pecome a car thieft" the anwindy
and
wet
through
from
to
hazards
—Report safety
Store, has just returned
Western and required thirty
louncer says Pure tripe.
while the West
attending a meeting of the early today
Materials prepared by the your parents and teacher.
Minutes of working time.
temperature
high
broke
Coast
National Board of Pharmacy in
The second part which con- Easter Seal Society for Fred Schultz, Murray schoo
The prize for unadulterated gall
city after city
Bill Miller,
San Francisco. The meeting was records in
of reading comprehension, distribution tip-hool children list superintendent,
sisted
the
of
petition
goes to the signers
school
County
held from March 29 through Monday.
Calloway
these
points:
also
civilization
grammar, and
io governor Nunn, out at Murray
Locally heavy rain invaded
April 3.
— Look both ways before superintendent, and Vernon
of
minutes
thirty
required
We are entitled to a
blustery
State.
with
Southeast
School
Wallis, a member of the the
crossing the street, and crossrShown, Uratrersity
significant role in the govern
An inch of rain Four young men were admitted working time.
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy, onshore winds.
director, are serving as school
corner,
the
at
only
scored
machine
be
County
will
tests
All
alloway
university" the
ling of this
this morning in to the Murray-C
was selected by the Kentucky fell in six hours
A petition has been signed by
—Ride your bike only where it'safety co-chairmen in the drive
aetition says
N.C. Gale warn- Hospital on Monday at 12:50 p.m. and the Kentucky winners in each
which ends Easter Sunday, April over six hundred students and
board as the state representative Wilmington,
safe—obey traffic laws.
is
in
late
by
announced
be
overcome
will
level
been
having
the
after
along
up
were
ings
faculty at Murray State
—Remove skates, wagons and 11.
we oe UM Know on what basis to the national meeting.
carbon monoxide gas in their May by Miss Edith Manson of
of Phar- Carolina-Georgia coast.
the
regarding
toys from walkways and The program in the schools is University
other
state
State
the.Kentucky
hey presume this, but we have The National Board
Cynthiana,
Kenlake
at
in
the
camper
posted
were
watches
Snow
for
lone phase of the campaign that selection of a board member to
ilways considered that the macy is the governing body
contest director.
western
and
Park.
Virginia
West
the
also includes a door-to-door fill the vacancy left by the exhousands of taxpayers in this all boards of pharmacy in
Adults who accompanied the
Maryland. Further inland, They were Larry Reynolds, age
solicitation, roadblocks and pired term of Mrs. George
Neil
Green
Bowling
te
)(art of the state, through the United States.
group
Murray
Tenn.,
mushy snow fell throughout the fifteen, of Mt. Juliet,
collection containers in many Hart, according to a spokesman
;eneral Assembly, had a prior
lower Midwest. In Belleville, Hall, age seventeen, Randy were Mrs. Hampton Erwin, Dr.
community businesses,as well as for the originators of the petition.
ight. Faculty members are
near St. Louis, eight to 10 Jackson, age seventeen, and Helene Visher, Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
donations by individuals and and faculty of Murray state
ered to do a job and certainly
inches of wet snow covered the Donnie Peters, age twenty-two, Jr., and Mrs. Lucille Austin.
businesses
his does not include telling the
ground this morning, but was all of Indianapolis, Ind
A team from the National WilsGantt,
dean of ad- The petition has been sent to
Wilson
the
3oard of Regents and the
AT HOSPITAL
to
TREATED
were
admitted
They
Health
melting.
Mental
quickly
of
Institute
of
Institute
at Murray Governor Louie Nunn and reads
and
National
registrar
missions
The
resident how to do their jobs.
and freeze warnings hospital, but were released this
Center of State, is the county chairman, as follows:
Frost
Research
Clinical
$11,350
a
awarded
Monday
Health
Chris Stafford, age fifteen, of
in morning. They were brought to
overnight
posted
were
We the undersigned students
Lexington presented asbly
though everybody gent to the Department of Oklahoma.
Blalock- Grand Rivers, was treated for a programs yesterday at Murray and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, and faculty of Murray Stata
ieems as
a
by
hospital
the
State
Murray
again
at
is
president,
university
Nursing
of
the
Homatona
at
forehead
the
days.
'rants to be a Chief these
On the West Coast, thousands Coleman ambulance.
Calloway County serving as state chairman.
Uniyersityle41 that :
emergency room of the Murray. High School and
iobody wants to be just a plain University.
swarmed to beaches It is reported that the four were
persons
of
Since the students and faculty
School.
High
who
Cook,
W.
Ken1923,
Marlow
the
Organized in
Senator
County Hospital on
ndian.
second day of sleeping in the trailer; but One of
Introduced by Willard Ails, tucky Easter Seal Society for comprise the bulk of the comannounced the grant, said the Monday in the
to
was
the
sent
He
Monday.
record-breaking temperatures. them could not sleep, went out for
of Calloway County Crippled Children and Adults, munity of this University, we are
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., Chairman
lur Bluebelrll Egaching the special purpose traineeship grant
Record high reading included a walk, and when he returned
and J. Donald
Council
Drug
of
Institute
National
is a non-profit voluntary entitled to a signaficant role in
the
from
ienith of its growth.
unconscious and for further treatment. He was Brock, alcohol and drug con- Inc.,
88an
Reynolds
found
with
Calif.,
Diego,
San
the
for
It provided a the governing of this University.
Health provides funds
organization.
an
in
automobile
injured
reported
by
reading; Bakersfield, the others almost overcome
We feel the voting members of
sultant, Mental Health Center, variety of services—including
1.nd some of the Jonquils are on Met year of a three year degree
accident.
Calif., with 95; Los Angeles the carbon monoxide.
the program included Maine therapies, special education, the Board of Regents are nonprogram.
he "shady side of the hill'
with 90 and Seattle, Wash., with
and
of,
Armstrong, counseling hospitalization, recreation and representatives
75. Fresno, Calif., tied its
psychologist from the Research camping—to about. 4,000 Ken- iuireponsive to, the University
previous 89-degree high for the
Center, along with Alfia Jackson, tuckians last year.
community.
Marian
date.
Ohio,
Therefore, we request that the
Cleveland,
today
Temperatures early
Student Government and faculty
Tedesco, Seattle, Washington,
ranged from 13 at Pellston,
representatives, to be elected by
and Janice Arszyla, Bridgeport,
Mich., to 74 at Bakersfield,
the teaching faculty, be consulted
who are now
Conneeticut,
named
been
has
Ward-Elkins
by you Governor Nunn, in you
patients in the Lexington center.
for Kitchen Aid Calif.
distributor
the
as
Kentucky: Cloudy and cold
selection on the board member to
During the question and anportable
dishwashers,
built-in
through Wednesday with ocfill the vacancy left by the exswer period, many points were
and food waste
casional light snow or snow dishwashers,
the participants.
pired term of Mrs. George Hart.
by
out
brought
members o1the
flurries except local rain and disposers.
They emphasized that they began Sixteen
are
products
These
School
County High
snow mixed central and east
using drugs because they did not Calloway
by the Hobart
chapter of the Future Farmers of
today Highs today and Wed- manufactured
responsibilities.
accept
to
want
C,ompany
in the
nesdaikin the 40s. Lows tonight in Manufacturing
They also pointed out that they America are participating
The Couples Class of the First
The food waste disposers come
Federation FFA anPurchase
the losOto mid30s.
any
at
quit
could
an
they
sponsor
will
believed
in two models and both have the Christian Church
at Murray State The Faxon Mothers Club will
6130
time, All three opposed legalizing nual meeting
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
automatic jam eliminator which Easter Sunrise Service at
University today.
hold its regular meeting or
Little
the
at
marijuana.
Sunday
this
a.m.
is accomplished electrically.
The Calloway members par- Wednesday, Atiril 7, at 1:30 p.m.
The women are members of a
Kentucky Extended weather The built-in dishwasers have League Field at City Park.
tIcipating are Randy Lee, Johnny at the school.
group of nine in a self-help gr
The service is open to the
outlook, Thursday through van -front panels to suit any
Stockdale, Ray Murdock, Pat The program will include a fftre
months
six
After
Lexington.
inis
and
at
everyone
community
Saturday.
decor and come in three series.,
Ross, Mark Paschall; Mike on "Cancer". The devotion will
continue
will
they
hospital
the
attend.
to
Generally fair with a slow Ward-Elkins also is the local, vited
Burchett, Jackie Colson, Grundy be given by the second grade
thr
lot
program
an aftercare
warming trend Thursday through dealer for Frigidaire air con- Dr. Frank N. Tinder will
Farwell, Gary Evans; Raqdy classes
years
message,
the
deliver
303
Drug
the
in
on
Lows
Saturday.
ditioners and appliances, RCA
Willard AU., chairman of the Calloway County Camel]
Tucker, Paul Rushing, Curti: All mothers are urged to attend
The program was repeated fo
Thursday rasing to the 40s. television, radios, and stereos, In case of inclement weather, Education, is Introducing the team from the National lostillete of
Lamb,
Tom Miller, Mike Nance, as this is a most important
perso
interested
and
parents
Thursday in Maytag appliances, Hoover the service, will be held in the Mental Health Clinical Research Center of Cexilgton, at the
Saturday, highs
Hig Jimmy Morris, and Larry meeting, according to it
Murray
the
in
night
last
Christian
First
the
of
High
Sanctuary
County
70s
the
to
rising
I.
the low
vacuum cleaners, and Coolerator
assembly programs at Murray High and Calloway
Tucker.
spokesman for the club
School auditorium.
Church, a spokesman said, •
air conditioners
Schools on Monday.
Saturday.

'President Makes New Revenue
Sharing Proposal To Congress
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T
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Men Overcome By
Carbon Monoxide
Gas On Monday

Grant Awarded To
Nursing Department

'ARE
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1Ward-Elkins Named
Distributor Here

Drug Team Is
Presented Here

Olilloway High FFA
Members At Annual
Meet At University

Faxon Mothers Club
To Meet Wednesday
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Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER h TIMIS TILE
The search for Elbert Morgan of Model, Tenn., continued on
Kentucky Lake. Morgan left April 2 on a fishing trip and has been
missing since that time. The Murray Rescue Squad is aiding in
the search.
James F. Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Hughes, is
serving on the destroyer escort, USS Wiseman, near Masan,
Korea.
Ninety-two persons have united with the First Baptist Church,
'twenty-four by letter and sixty-eight by baptism, in the revival at
'
-the church with Rev. H. C. Brown, Jr., of Fort Worth, Texas, as
the evangelist.
- Mrs. Max ( Elizabeth) Churchill was elected chairman of the
rpeha Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the meeting
heId at the club house.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
0 Jerusalem. Jerusalem, wnich killest the prophets, and
stonest them that are sent unto thee: how often would I have
gathered thy children together. as a ben doth gather her brood
ander her wings, and ye would nor.-Luke 13:34.
Christ wept over sinful Jerusalem Does your city or your
bring tears to His eyes?

Jaybits
ZIP CODED
MAIL SLOW
First class mail so often slips
But. neighbors how that iunk stuff zips'
By Jay Bowen

t's

El$ENHOWflt$--A worker at the San 'Francisco Mint
puts a magnifying glass over one of the first Eisen• hower silver dollars. These 40 per cent si/vee "proof"
coins will
$10 each. And there will be 130 Million'
.'uncirculated" collector coins at $3,each. Next fall,
a nickel alloy with no silver at all.

graciousness. He met with
some Women's Liberation
groups and, exasperatel by
their reasoning, indulged in a
little cursing that made
national television.

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

regularly with comments thuit
they are a crummy bunch or
"Don't you know anything?"or
"How stupid can you get"."' .
Observers wonder what
Trudeau will do next when
obscenities become a bore even
Some
Parliament.
in
authorities note his admiration
for the Chinese and suggest
that just possibly under severe
provocation some day he might
have recourse to an old Chinese

OTTAWA - Some critics
believe Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau should have his mouth
He also humbles the press
washed out with soap.
This displeasure with the
4
flamboyant French-Canadian
leader stems from his recent
propensity for using full-bodied
language in attacking his foes.
Trudeau has been accused of
This monumental slapdown
employing obscenities even in
consists in turning one's back
the hallowed precincts of the
to the adversary, dropping
House of Commons and this
one's trousers and baring the
offense has caused controversy
bottom to show complete
to rage from one end of Canada
contempt.
to the other.
Murray State University has
Adding to the uproar was the ieen awarded a $15,000 federal
If Trudeau tries this in the
.prime minister's conduct in ;rant for the 1971-72 school year Commons it will be a sensation
coping with some striking to develop an innovative program but there is a traditional order
Montreal union members who that will encourage more by the speaker which would fit
picketed Parliament Hill. They
teachers to choose work in the the situation - "Would the
reportedly shouted insults at
right honorable gentleman
mental retardation.
et
Trudeau. In response he rolled field of
resume his seat."
under
Administered
the
down the window of his car,
Bureau
of
Education
for
the
DOPE SEIZED,STOLEN
thumbed his nose and uttered a
•$.
very earthy French-Canadian Handicapped, a division of the U. A Irian has been charged in
S. Department of Health„ Florida with smuggling half a
insult.
In the House of Commons the Education and Welfare, the block ton of marijuana made into
prime minister has not been as grant is aimed primarily at blocks by a kitchen garbage
outspoken. Rather, he has expansion and improvement of compressor into the United
resorted to mouthing his insults the existing program at the States from Jamaica. Later 200
pounds of it was stolen from the
at opposition members. They 'undergraduate level.
have been nagging him about
Mrs. Bill Downing, director of customs office.
heavy unemployment and special education the School of
obviously have been getting Education will head the new
under Trudeau's skin.
project. She said Murray State is
rat
He resorted to his new one of several institutions to be
technique of mouthing what chosen for black grants to do Open iNiteiy,Lpr.ti Sat. & Sun
appeared to be an old-fashioned experimental work with the
Adm.: SI 50 & 75r
Anglo-Saxon word, long a handicapped.
Ends Tonite
favorite of the ,armed forces.
She added that Murray State
has
received
two
grants
the
past
'THE GREAT
Opposition parties were
startled by this kind of attack years for senior fellowships for
WHITE HOPE'
coming from a prime minister special education majors. The
who is supposed to retain a new grant will open the way for
Wed. thru Sat.
currently are playing their was elected to the same district degree of dignity befitting his more participation by freshman
high office. The offended and sophomore students, she
cards close to the vest since in a special balloting held after
they face reelection campaigns the incumbent - Byron's parliamentarians sounded continued
on their own next year.
father - was killed in an air- their displeasure for Trudeau
A one-flour orientation course
in loud tones although their for freshmen and a three-hour
Reapportionment of plane accident.
The pursuit of health and choice of language was not as survey course for sophomores wil
Congress is certain to be even
more of an explosive 1972 issue fitness on Capitol Hill can flamboyant as that of the prime be added to the curriculum. Mrs.
than expected if the first backfire for the overly zealous. minister.
Downing is hopeful the new
Trudeau was questioned courses
rernapping plans received from If you doubt it, just ask Rep.
will attract more unclosely by newsmen as to
smaller states are an in- Dante Fascell, D-Fla.
derclassmen to study in the field AMERICAN
Engaged in a paddle tennis precisely what he had said.
dication.
IN
He claims that the word he of mental retardation.
The Virginia Legislature has game with three Republican
She
said
she
has
received
touched off turmoil with ap- colleagues, Fascell took a mouthed was "fuddle-duddle."
from
her
proval of a redistricting plan tumble and now wears a heavy He asserted that it was a encouragement
IN
perfectly respectable word students about the new program
which
puts
incumbent cast on a broken arm.
which anyone, could mime in from the initial planning stages.
Republican Congressmen Joe:
any company without offense. She listed these basic abjectives:
ffroyhill Ind Villiam• Scott in
EDITOR
-To restructure the -present
Tvia.....rtmor*
But a few days later in the
the saftit district for 1972 LETTERS"W.
Commons, again under heavy faculty responsibilities through a
purposes. The redistricting of
ar Editor:
591,-911 Eel*
opposition criticism. Trudeau team-teaching approach.
Congress is required every 10
-To provide a more realistic
did some more mouthing and
years to assure that states are
Pus:
WES
i
JOAN LARRY
As a daily reader of the Ledger again the accusation was made approach to teacher preparation
proportionately
represented
S1ERN DOWNS HAGMAN
for their populations.
nd Times, I would like to say a that he had used the four-letter by the use of simulated
Broyhill, ranked as un- few words concerning the coming Anglo-Saxon word. Indeed laboratory experiences that
some press gallery reporters would permit students to develop
beatable in his Arlington area election.
'3 In The Attic'
district on the fringes of ' People who have lived for the who had been watching the methods of activity for handling
Trudeau
were
mouth
closely
of
as
reading
years,
specific
few
classroom situations.
Washington, is considering last
abandoning the race to many lives being lost by the ef- convinced that whatever he -To increase observation and
said,
I1
wasn't
fuddle-duddle.
it
participation hours in area public .
challenge Senate Democrat fect of drinking, should think of
In his cussing, the prime school systems prior to actual
William Spong next year. Since what it means to stand up and
THE
President Nixon still is in- vote and have the face to vote for minister has set an impeccable student teaching.
the
nation
example
he
hopes
to
terested in winning partisan the poison to sit in the shelves to
Ends Tonite
-To improve student teaching
to make largely bilingual. On
support of the Senate. intice everyone to buy it.
by closer supervision and
one
occasion
he
favored
an
Broyhill's rumblings are not
In Proverbs 20th chapter, 1st earthy French expression and seminars for students and
being taken lightly.
verse, Christ's word says: "Wine on another, an old English supervisory teachers.
'Stories around Capitol Hill is •a mocker, strong drink is
--To initiate an active
about page boys who later raging, and whosoever is expression.
recruitment program including
Trudeau
not
of
course
would
" became congressmen and sons deceived there by is not wise".
students to assist the teachers.who succeeded their fathers in Proverbs 31-32: "Look not upon stand up in the Commons and
utter obscene language. She pointed out that the team
the House are often so frequent
, Starts Wod.
the wine it giveth its color in the
teaching approached will free
that they get token press atknowing he would be called to instructors
last it biteth like a serpent
at times to mak
at
cup
tention.
-order by the speaker. But by recruiting
They challenged
trips to high schools to
and stingeth like an adder".
Freshman
.simply remaining in his seat
Democrat
viligent, because
be
an untamed land!
discull career opportunities
sober,
Be
Goodloe Byron of Maryland,
work
mouth
making
his
and
.
however, may have set a mark your advesary, the devil, is as a silently he enrages the op- available in the field of mental WALT DISNEY
'
roaring lion, seeking whom he position and gains front page retardation work.
for others to strive for
PRODUCTIONS'
Mrs.
devour.
Downing
estimates
there
may
Byron now holds a House seat
attention.
are now 35 freshmen and 30
once won by his mother She
The prime minister is given sophomores, compared to about
Lassiter.
Emily
to language that lacks 135 junior
C•r•
The Almanac
and senior majors,
By United Press" International
involved in special education at
Today is Tuesday, April 6,
Murray State.
••••
the 96th day of 1971.
She expressed optimism that
The naoon is between its first
the new grant, by providing more
quarter and full phase.
opportunities during the firstftwo
The morn* stars are Venus,
years of study, will be afactor in
Mars and Jupiter.
'bringing more freshman and
The evening stars are Mercutr
'sophomore students to com00011106.
•
ry and Saturn.
mitments for careers in special
Those born on this day arf
I education.
r
under the sign of .Aries.
TECHNICOLDR' 'tar
t•fa wet(Wry odur
,
oe,
American magician Ham
‘11
Houdini was born April 6, 1874
On this day in history:
* Coming Soon.*
In 1830 Joseph Smith orga•
nized the Church of the Latter
A m
753-6333
Day Saints, better known as the
2CIPIat
r ritiraurvou ours
Mormon Church, in Fayette,
a.
N.Y.
iTTAtTCROSs lyyni
and 'LOVE STORY'
In 1909 Robert Peary became
the first civilized man to reach
the North Pole,
A:1 11 Pr
-In 1957 trolley cars became a
DRIVE
I Pi .
memory in New York City as
C
7tteet —
the few remaining ones comOpel 6:00-Start 1:00
pleted their last runs.
730 & 925
In 1968 federal troops and
Adeltss1.25-Children FREE
National Guardsmen were oruv_g_gar
Tonite
(CattINVA jj
dered out for riot duty in
CENTRALSHOIMNG CENTER
•
Chicago, Washington and De'4A4DSM..
.
A IL
•
troit. Negros continued rioting
and looting in several cities in
1st Area Showing!
protest to the assassination of
Martin Luther King Jr.
,jts penetration bolts from It LuLCIPty0A.te United Artists
in
• • ,
the screen to your seat!
A thought for teday4 The
Greek poet Hesioct said, " A
'THE EXOTIC ONES'
had neighbor is as great
ROAD WORK—Cambodian soldiers crouch in a ditch
misfortune as a good one is a
during the seesaw fighting to clear Highway 4, froth the
Are Comin .
Continuous from 3:3U I
itreat blesstng.''
capital. Phnom Penh, to Kompong Som, the seaport.
*
•

Grant Is
Awarded
University

1971

J. D. Sexton of the Board of Directors of the Bank of Murray
missed his first board meeting on April 4 due to illness. This is the
first time he has missed a meeting since elected to the board in
November 1932.
Major John T. Bryant, Jr., of the ROTC at Murray State has
been reassigned to Fontainebleau, France.
Dwain Taylor of Hazel, junior business administration major at
Murray State College, has been elected president of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity for 1961.
Pictured today are the new swimming pool which is almost
Lrompleted at Kenlake Hotel, and the new central service building
for the tent and trailer campers at Kenlake State Park.

CTAYP P I

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Paul McCloskey beating
new anti-Nixon drums
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - Until late
February of this year, Rep.
Paul McCloskey, a California
Bay Area Republican, was
noted
mainly
around
Washington either as a staunch
environmental quality advocate or as the man who beat
Shirley Temple.
Third-term member McCloskey, however, is now
making some political waves
as the first Republican not only
to challenge President Nixon's
vulnerability in 1972 but to
openly encourage that he be
opposed in state primaries by
members of the GOP.
So far, McCloskey's criticism
ot -Nixon's Vietnam war
policies has been met with less
than a cool reception by other
GOP liberals in the House and
Senate who differ frequently
with the White House.
"Pete knows what he's
doing," one House colleague
remarked. "But he could end
up being our Allard Lowenstein."
This reference was to the
one-term Democratic congressmantrom New York who
was credited with launching the first publicized attacks on the war posture of
former President Lyndon
Johnson. Lowenstein was
defeated in a reelection bid last
fail.
McCloskey's hints that he
may challenge Nixon in party
primaries next year if other
more nationally known Senate
Republicans do not is being
discounted by all GOP sources
here.
Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois
- a Republican whom
McCloskey singled out as
a potential challenger - has
adroitly swept aside any Involvement in a potential
"dump Nixon" coup.
Both Percy and Sen. Mark
Hatfield of Oregon have shown
symptoms of the maverick but
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Senators Kick Off Season
With 8-0 Win Over Oakland

nse.

the first run
meets Washington) and the watches by scoring
first hit for
Chicago White Sox who play a and collecting the
went 2doubleheader at Oakland) wait Houston this year. He
Menke
Denis
game.
the
until Wednesday to open their for-3 in
runs with a
three
in
drove
season.
year.
ground out for the
All winter long the skeptics In today's games, New York triple and a
Singer took the
Bill
as
Astros
said that owner Bob Short is at Boston. Cleveland is at
By MILTON RICHMAN
loss.
Kansas
City
is
at
Detroit,
(Seaver)
was
wild,"
made
a
mistake
when
he
gave
Morton
UPI Sports Writer
up "the whole left side of his California and Milwaukee is at
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The says. "I said maybe he was
infield" along with two pitchers Minnesota in the American
Montreal Expos are going to trying too hard because he had
Major League Results
League. In the National By United Press International
been shut out by Dan McGuinn
to get Denny McLain.
move.
But rookie Toby Harrah and League, Montreal is at New
At least that's what they're 'tine days or so earlier."
National League
Morton's remark was relayed
shopworn veteran Joe Foy, who York, Los Angeles is at Atlanta
going around telling people.
040 000 012— 7 12 0
have replaced that "whole left Houston, Philadelphia is at Cinci
Now before this creates a to Seaver and the Mete
000 103 000— 4 96
side" (Ed Brinkman and Pittsburgh, San Francisco is at Niekro, Upshaw (6) and
new crisis in Canada it pitcher, upset by the loss,
Aurelio Rodriguez), had sparkl- San Diego and St. Louis is at King; Nolan, Granger (7),
probably is a good idea to point called it "silly" and suggested
ing days Monday as the Chicago.
out that the move the Expos Morton concentrate better on
Gullett (8), Carroll (9) and
Washington Senators kicked off The Senators, who hadn't won Bench. WP—Upshaw (1-0). LP
have in mind has to do with his own affairs.
A Little Vulnerable
the 1971 baseball season by the Presidential opener since —Granger ( 0-1). HR—Perez
leaving the National League
"I didn't mean it as a slur,"
blanking the Oakland Athletics 1962, scored two runs in each of I1st).
cellar and not the Dominion.
8-0 behind the six-hit pitching of the first two innings to thrill
The Expos are only three Morton explains. "Look, I think
Dick Rosman. And another Vietnam veteran, Sgt. Daniel Los Ang
years old. They've finished on he and Gibson have to be the
001 000 100— 2 10 0
Short find named Curt Flood Pitzer, who filled in for Houston
the bottom two years in a row best pitchers around today. I
202 100 00x— 5 5 0
President Nixon and threw out Singer, Moeller (7) and Sims;
had a fine day, too.
and don't intend to again. certainly don't put myself in
In the other openers, the the first ball. The President, Dierker (1-0) and Edwards. LP
They're fixing to move up this Seaver's class. But I was a
vulnerable that day
Atlanta Braves clobbered the who missed the first ball duty —Singer ( 0-11.
year, and that's the move little
because I pitched ashutout and
Cincinnati Reds 7-4 and in an for the second straight year,
they're talking about.
opening "day" game at night, was in California.
If Gene Mauch's crew does was so happy. I know what it is
(Only games scheduled)
Harrah Scores Twice
Houston beat Los Angeles 5-2.
get out of the basement in the to be on the other end. To get
American League
Harrah, who replaced Brink- Oakland
16 Teams Start Today
National Lague East this year shut out, I mean. It's the
000 000 000— 0 6 2
Sixteen more teams will man at short, banged out two Wash
one of the prime movers will hardest loss to accept. But I
220 220 00x— 8 80
walked
and
scored
singles and
have to be Carl Morton, their won't say I'm sorry for having
swing into action today and th twice. Foy, who replaced Blue, Panther (2), Roland
red-haired, 27-year-old outfiel- said what I did.
(3), Locker (5), Lindblad 81
final
two—Baltimore
(whic
dd ed a and Duncan; Bosrnan (1-0) and
d
Rodriguez at thir,a
"I've always been too honest.
der-turned-pitcher who startled
attack
and
sacrifice
fly
to
the
My
wife
says she can read my
a lot of people by winning 18
Casanova. LP—Blue (0-1).
he fielded the position without
A CHOP OFF THE OLD BLOCK —Kim Pisut, 7, who defeated 17 boys to win the
games for Montreal last year. face like a book. I know I'm
making an error. Foy's glove is (Only game scheduled)
American Karate Association's National Open at South Bend, Ind., uses heel of her
One of the first things some gonna run into some trouble
hand to break a board held by her father, Thomas, a karate instructor-in Highland,
the big question mark.
observers do when they see down the line by speaking too
Ind. Kim weighs 47 pounds, has two long red pigtails and wears a karate blue belt.
Flood, who was signed by
Morton pitch is compare hint candidly. What generally hapShort
after sitting out a season SMITH BEAT'S RICHEY
hurt
somepens
is
that
you
with other pitchers. Or try to,
to
the reserve clause, SAN JUAN, P.R. (UPI)—Stan
But
I
don't
battle
bodyl_feelings.
anyway. The 'comparisons make
had a poor spring training. But Smith of Pasadena, Calif.,
Morton laugh. He doesn't think intentionally want to hurt
he seemed to be in the groove easily beat Cliff Richey ,in
he pitches like anybody else. At anybody. And I don't want to
Monday as he collected two straight sets Monday, 6-3, 6-3,
hurt
myself."
least he isn't trying to,
Morton
you
get
the
walks, added a single and to capture the men's singles
Talking
to
consciously.
championship in the 19th Caribe
scored twice.
idea he wouldn't say what he
Pitch Like Yourself
Hilton International tennis tour"I
knew
it
would
be
hard
goes
against
to
again.
He
did
"The theory around here," he
Major League Standings
nament.
Expos-Mets
come
back
after
the
layoff
and
today
in
the
Seaver
says, meaning Mauch and Cal
drought on "complaceny" and By United Press International I'm not out of the woods yet,"
By DAVID MOFFIT
McLish, the pitching coach, Is opener but no matter how it
golf," Nicklaus said of his
National League
said he "readjusted my thinkbe
Morton
to
trust
Flood said. "I need to feel a
comes
out
Writer
NationSports
Augusta
UPI
the
on
that you can only pitch like
practice
East
was tired of
I
because
ing
smarter.
little more comfortable at the MIA XVIIIIT NUTS
much
4AUGUSTA, Ga. (UPI)—The al Course after he shot a
yourself. You try to pitch like
W. L. Pet.
plate and have to get acclimat"I try to be a professional," rest- of The Masters field better under-par 68 on Sunday. "I losing Mita& big ones."
someone else you're gonna
0
.000
Nicklaillewas displeased with Pittsburgh
ed in the outfield."
make mistakes. I gotta pitch he says, "and when you're a Buckle downto some serious usually go home a day earlirr,
0
.000
professional you don't criticize practice today: Big Jack is but I wanted to wait until I was his first two practice rounds Chicago
Now the Senators are eagerly
like me and nobody else."
.000
went New York
0
he
when
week
here
last
awaiting McLain's debut on
another
professional.
Looking
back in Town.
Named the NL Rookie of the
sure my game was in shape."
.000
o
74-73, but then pulled it all St. Louis
Friday to find out if he can
at that
particular
Jack Nicklaus, favored to win
Year last season, Montreal's 6- back
.000
0
together to go nine under his Philadelphia
(Seaver)
episode
I'd
say
I
was
continue
to make Short's moves
won
here
in
Nicklaus
first
tiele—
Masters
golf
his
fourth
foot, 190 pound righthander
000
0
last three rounds with 67-72-69. Montreal
look like charms.
pitched one two-hitter and three a little too candid I'm learning thus completing half his "grand 1963 while only 23 years of age,
sem nos
West
"If I can shoot .that sort of
Braves Beat Reds
slam"—Bobby Jones records — shot a Masters' 73-hole record
other three-hitters. His 18th though."
W.
L.
Pct.
no
week,
I'll
have
this
golf
here
Cincinnati's "Big Red Ma-,
to Uy and move to within one 271 in 1965 and became the only
victory was an 11-inning 1-0
1 0 1.000
Nicklaus. Atlanta
complaints," said
chine"—which started to crumof 13 majors crowns—returned man to win two masters backdecision over St. Louis on Sept.
1
0
1.000
Houston
"No complaints at all."
ble in last year's World Series
from a couple days rest, at his to-back when he beat Tommy
IHOILOWtS OP Pan
27 for the Expos' 71st win of
San Francisco 0 0 000
—still is misfiring. Last year on
01114AORIALS
Florida home and announced Jacobs and Gay Brewer in a
the season.
0
0
000
San
Diego
opening day, Jim Merritt thre
Porter WW1* • fitiaawsr
his game is at the same point it three-way playoff in 1966.
"I had never gotten big
1
Los Angeles
1 000
0
a three-hitter. This year he
111 Kole lit. "MU
was just before he won the
league !littera `.'aut-' berdiv
- last
Cincinnati
0 1 .000
still in Florida nursing h'
PGA championship a little over arewer "n here the next Year
season," says Morton, who
Monday's Results
ailing arm and the Brave
Nicklaus now 31 won his
a month ago.
appeared in eight games with
Atlanta 7 Cincinnati 4
jumped on starter Gary Nolan
Dillard or Dollar League
"I've had a good week of second U.S. Open in 1967 and
Montreal the year before and
Houston 5 Los Angeles 2
and three relievers for seven
then didn't win another major
compiled an 0-3 record. "I
(Only games scheduled)
runs and 12 hits. Wayne
title until last surruner when he
found out I could. That's the
Today's Probable Pitchers
Granger suffered the loss in
Team
captured the British Open for
w..1
first hurdle I had to get over
(Last Year's Records Shown) relief.
he
won
When
Robinettes
time.
second
39
the
65
and I did."
(All Times EST)
The Los Angeles Dodger
60 44
the PGA this past February, he
The next two hurdles for Winners
Montreal (Morton 18-11 at thought they helped themselve
ABA Playoff Standings
52 52
became the first man ever to
Morton are walks and home Three and One
New York f Seaver 18-12), 2 by acquiring Richie Allen a
51 53 By United Press International win all four major titles at CLEVELAND (UPI)—Austir
Champs
runs.
p.m.
Semifinals)
(Division
Duke Sims. But Allen went
51
53
and
said
he
twice
each
player
leasti
Carr,
the
"No.
1
college
"I've got to cut down on Four Seasons
Philadelphia I Short 9-16) at
(Best of Seven)
51 53
had- t his mind td surpassing In the country," Monday signed Pittsburgh (Ellis 13-10), 1:30 for-4, struck out twice and
them," he says. "I gave up 27 Trophies
East
stranded three runners while
48 56
what was billed by Cleveland
homers and 125 walks and
Jos.
P.M.
Series A
Larry Dierker scattered 10 hits
38 66
Cavaliers officials to be a fivethat's way too many. I led the ABC's
W. L. Pct. Nicklaus blamed his three- year, no-cut contract to be paid St. Louis (Gibson 23-7) at to give Houston the victory.
National League in walks."
22-18),
2:30
2 0 1.000 year major tournament victory over a 20-year period. Carr had Chicago (Jenkins
Virginia
Sims got two hits but he was
p.m.
0 2 000
thrown out trying to stretch a
There's one other thing
High Team Games (SC New York
been reported seeking $1.4 'San Francisco (Marichal
Series B
double into a triple leading off
Morton will have to cut down Winners
622
million.
BOUT RESCHEDULED
W. L. Pct. COPENHAGEN (UPI) —he The 6-foot-3, All-American 10) at San Diego (Phoebus 5-5), the ninth inning.
King
on this year. His candor. It got Robinettes
568
10:30 p.m.
2 0 1.000 10-round
him into a beef with Tom A B C's
564 Kentucky
middleweight bout from Notre Dame, who aver- Los Angeles (Osteen 16-14) at Houston's Cesar Cedeno, one Edward
Floridians
0 2 000 between Tom Bogs of Denmark aged 37.9 points per game over
of the hottest young prospects
Seaver last May after Morton
Houston (Wilson 11-6), 8:30 in the majors, won a pair o PANErELA DELUXE
West
High Team SeriesiSC
beat him with a shutout.
and veteran Art Hernandez of the past season, was the first p.m.
Series A
The writers came in and
High Teams Series
Omaha, Neb., was rescheduled man to go in the National
W. L. Pct. Monday for April 22. Hernandez Basketball Association college I Only games schbduled)
asked me why I thought he
Wednesday's Games
3 0 1.000 had requested the postpone- drift.
Winners
1701- Indiana
St. Louis at Chicago
0
3
Memphis
.000
ankle
and
two
With his parents
'Three and One
is
ment because of an
Los Ang at Hous, night
Series B
brahers on hand, Carr signed
injury.'
Robinettes
1580,
Montreal at New York
W. L. Pct.
the contract following ceremothey're putting you on
San Fran at San Diego, night
Utah
3 0 1.000
nies at a downtown restaurant
Split Converted
because
you've got the
Cinci,
night
Atlanta
at
3 000 FROSH COACH
here in his first session with
2-7 Texas
Sallie Guy
Only games scheduled)
Monday's
Results
Cavaliers owner Nick Mileti
5-10
Matha Ails
LAFAYETTE, Ind. Ill—
Indiana 91 Memphis 90
and Coach Bill Fitch.
man
,
Former
safel:
Purdue
American League
(Only game scheduledi
High Teum Series (HC)
George Catavolos was appointTuesday's Games
East
2268
Winners
ed Monday as freshman back- ARNOLD TOPS
W. L. Pct. GB
2204 Virginia at New York
Three and one
field coach by the Boilerma- NEW YORK 1UPI —Arnold Washington
Kentucky
at
Floridians
1 0 1.000 ...
International
United,Press
2162
Robinettes
By
kers' head football Coach Bob Palmer, who has finished fifth Baltimore
0 0 .000 1,4
Utah at Teiraf
The Indiana Pacers are
DeMoss.
or higher in six of 12 "Jew York
0 0 .000 V:
(Only games scheduledl
High hid. Game (SC)
hungry to repeat and the
tournaments this year, re- Boston
0 0 .000
199
Memphis Pros are paying the Martha Ails
mained the top money winner Detroit
0 0 .000 1,12
182
Edna LaMastus
price.
among professional golf stars leveland
0 0 .000 1,4
179
Grogan
Verona
Monday with 1971 earnings of
The Pacers, the American
West
$98,178. Palmer passed up last
Basketball Association defendW. L. Pct. GB
High Ind. Game (HC)
week's Greensboro Open, won Minnesota
ing champions, stopped the Martha Ails
0 0 .000 ...
232
by rookie Bud Allin, to practice California
Pros 91-90 Monday night to take Edna LaMastus
0 0 .000 ...
224
for this week's Masters at Kansas City
3-0 lead, in their best-of-sr/en Janice Croft
0 0 .000 ...
219
Augusta, Ga.
otayott series.
0 0 .000 ...
Chicago
:r
Milwaukee
0 0 .000 ...
High Ind. Series ISC1
Fred Lewis scored 23 points
PE7TY NAMED
0 1 .000
Oakland
479
and Billy Keller hit two fou Verona Grogan
NEW YORK (UPI)—Richard
Monday's
Results
margin.
victory
473
the
for
LaMastus
shots
Edna
11 e
Petty, winner of this year's 500- Washington 8 Oakland 0
460
Indiana led 8948 when Keller Jane Buchannan
at
races
stock
car
mile
game
(Only
scheduled)
dropped in his two foul shots. A
Daytona Beach and Rocking- Today's Probable Pitchers
High Ind. Series (HC)
last second basket by the Pros
top
ham, N.C., was named
(Last Year's Reeords shown)
Gerald Govan cut the margin to
performer Monday in the first
(All 'Times EST)
one point.
Edna LaMatus
599
phase of the Martini and Rossi Kansas City (brago 9-15) at
591
Got 'a son in the Not-Quite-Yet
American Driver of the Year California (Wright 22-12), 11
Roger Brown and Mel Daniels inllie Guy
Set. Mom? Not quite a teenager
590
Award balloting Three more pm
each added 18 points for Verona Grogan
hut wants to look like one? These
voting sessions will be conduct
490
Milwaukee (Pattin 14-12) at
Indiana while Steve Jones led Hilda Bernnett
arc the spring shoes for him! Traed by a panel of automotive Minnesota I Perry 24-12), 2 15
6
1
4
Memphis with 31.
ditional Jumping-lacks comfort,
High Averages
Sports writers before the end of p.m.
fit,
quality,
• 44
value too! Hurry in
the season. The winner receives Cleveland (Hargan 11-3) at
now while selections are best!
In tonight's action, Utah tries Margaret Morton
155
$7,500 and a trophy.
p.m.
14-19i,
1:30
Detroit
(Lolich
to wrap up ifs series against Martha Ails
152
New York (Bahnsen 14-11) at
4Ij
Texas. The winner of the Jane Buchannan
151
HULME TO COMPETE
Boston (Culp 17-14), 1:30 p.m.
the
plays
playoff
Texas-Utah
Verona Grogan
148
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI) (Only games scheduled)
Jumping-.1acks
Indiana-Memphis wirtner--for Margie-Chapman
141
—Denis Hulme of New Zealand
Wednesday's Games
KING PILE AND FILM STAR—Soccer king Pele of BraWestern honors. Virginia is at Edna LaMastus
141
will compete in the 55th Chicago at Oakland, 2
zil, reputedly the world's highest paid athlete (about
New York to try to improie on Pat Scott
140
Indianapolis 5130-mile auto race Kan City at Calif, night
11,irdot
Kentucky
Brigitte
past
film
year),
stares
star
$250,000 a
its 2-0 advantage and
Hilda Bennett
139
May 29. While will drive a car Milwaukee at Minnesota
at Colombes Stadium in Paris, where his team i,wt a
takes on the Floridians. The Sala Guy
137
entered by Fr—E. Meyer of Washington at Baltimore
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
French trm in a charity match.
Colonels lead 2-0 in that series. Kay Addison
137
McLaien Cars Ltd,
Only games scheduled)
UPI Sports Writer
The
Washington
Senators
may not really miss "the whole
left side of their infield" this
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Myers-Bonner Vows Planned

ama takt
ICcazziax

Engagement Announced

Tuesday, April
will meet at the church at 7:30
The First District PTA Con- p.m
ference will be held at Calvert
City Elementary School at 6:30 The Faxon Mothers Club will
p.m. Almo, Austin, Carter, meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
Kirksey, Murray High, and
Wednesday, April 7
Robertson Schools are local PTA
The French Club and the
units.
of
Department
Romance
Murray High School FHA will Languages of Murray State
have its twelfth annual style University will present the film
show,"Sew Your Own Thing", at "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme" in
the high school auditorium at French with English subtitles at
7:30 p.m. at the University School
*yen p.m.
Auditorium. Admission $1.00 per
person.
Ailick off coffee for workers in
the Cancer Crusade Drive will be
South
Murray
held at the Holiday Inn at ten The
a.m. All workers, whether Homemakers Club will meet at
contacted or not, are urged to the home of Mrs. Martha Golden
at 10:30 a.m. Note change in date.
attend.

Miss Gale Kersey
To Be Married
To Mr. Vinson
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kersey of
Elizabethtown announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter, Gale
Jane, to Charles Bruce Vinson,
eon of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Vinson of Murray.
Miss Kersey is presently a
sophomore at Murray State
University. Mr. Vinson is a senior
student, also at Murray State
University.
Miss Gale Jane Kersey
The wedding is planned for
Sunday, June 6, at three-thirty
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Severns Valley Baptist Church,
Mrs. Harold L. Hill of Murray
Elfrabethtown. A reception will
follow in the basement of the Route Two has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
church.

Gary
place o
the We

tPeAdoec44\

The New Concord Parents Club
will meet at the school at seven The ladies day luncheon will be
Mrs. Linwood Booth of Murray
served at noon at the Calloway
All friends and relatives are has been a patient at the Western
p.m.
County Country Club. Hostesses
Invited to attend.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
will be Mesdames Gaylord
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of Forrest, Eurie
Garland, Virgil
the First Presbyterian Church Harris, James C.
Hart, H. E.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Chrisman, Bill Holt, Bill
Hina,
Herbert Brooks at 1:30 p.m.
Hugh Houston, E. B. Howton,
Phone 753-127X
Nat R. Hughes, Henry Holton,
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Group I of the First Christian and J. B. Wilson.
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
Henry Holton at ten a.m. Mrs. The MSU Symphonic Band will
Miss Patty Jane Underwood
Jim Hart will be in charge of the present two concerts especially
program and worship.
for children with the first at 9:30
Mr and Mrs. Joe Underwood of Murray Route Three announce
a.m, for the Calloway children
Group II of the First Christian and the second at 1:30 p.m. for the engagement of their youngest daughter, Patty Jane, to Larry'
Church CWF will meet at the the Murray children at the T. Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Campbell of 1510 Dudley
home of Mrs. Tellus McDougal at University Auditorium. There is Drive, Murray.
The bride-elect is presently attending Calloway County High
two p.m. with Mrs. Rubye no charge.
School.
Roberts as cohostess. Mrs.
Mr. Campbell attended Murray High School and is presently
Wayne Sheeks will have the Senior Recital of Becky Romer,
Miss Linda Ruth Myers
program.
Louisville, violin, will be at the employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
Wedding plans are incomplete.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Building,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Myers of Benton Route One anThe Annie Armstrong Group of MSU, at eight p.m. No Charge.
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
l
aughter, Linda Ruth, to Phillip Bonner, the son of Mr. and Mrs. the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the Baptist Student
Thursday, April 8
J. T. Bonner of Murray Route Five.
,
The Kirksey Baptist Church
Miss Myers is a 1967 graduate of South Marshall High School Union Center at 7:30 p.m.
WMS will meet at the church at
and a 1968 graduate of Esell's Beauty School of Cosmotology. She
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order 7-30 pm,
is presently employed at Neda's Beauty Salon in Benton.
Pvt. and Mrs. Terry Wayne
Mr. Bonner is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School. of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
Mott of Fort Hood,Texas, are the
at the Masonic Hall at even p.m. The Cumberland Presbyterian
He is employed at Murray State University.
H
parents of a baby girl, Debra
The wedding will be solomniz.ed on Sunday, June 6, at three
Women of the North Pleasant Dianne, born Friday, March 26,
The Murray-Calloway County •• VI •• ir• 0 ft VI •4 Vi Is 95 •• Vi •• •• ft Vi •• 0
The First United Methodist Grove Church will meet at the
o'clock in the afternoon at the Union Hill Church of Christ.
t 6:30 a.m. at the Darnell
No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and relatives ot Church WSCS will meet at the home of Mrs. Edwin Cain at Hospital at Fort Hood, Texas. Senior Citizens Club held di'.
regular meeting at the social hall
church at ten a.m. with the seven p.m.
the couple are invited to attend.
The baby weighing seven pounds
of the First United Methodist
executive board to meet at 9:15
61'2 ounces.
Church on Friday, April 2, at
Phillip Stone, Mrs. Ted Brad- a.m.
The Dexter Homemakers Club
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
twelve
noon.
shaw, Mrs. Joe Green, Mrs.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Kenneth Mott, 314 South 13th
Rev. A. M. Thomas of Murray,
Jerry Henry, and Boyd Greene. The Goshen United Methodist Irene Mitchuson at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs.
Bettye
and
Murray,
Street,
Church WSCS will meet at the
a retired Methodist minister, was
Orten, South 12th Street, Murray.
Horseradish sauce church at seven p.m.
speaker. He is a member of
the
The Grace Baptist Churh '
Combine one can of conthe Murray Rotary Club and
WMS will meet at the church at
The Delta Department of the two p.m.
teacher of the Friendship Sunday
densed cream of celery
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Don
School Class of the First United
soup with two or more ta- Murray Woman's Club will meet
io Mrs.Rex Galloway was hostess
Duncan of 707 Fairland Drive, Methodist Church.
,
blespoons of prepared at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
for the meeting of the FounMurray, announced the birth of a
horseradish. And two table- Misses Ruby Simpson and The Elrii Grove Raptist Church baby girl,
dational Sunday School Class of
Tiffany Ainne, 0. C. McLemore, president,
WMS will have its general
spoons
of
Frances
vinegar
and
oneSexton,
Mesdames
J.
the First Baptist Church held on
fourth cup dry white wine. Matt Sparkman, J. D. Rayburn, meeting at the church at 1:30 weighing seven pounds three presided at the business meeting
,Tuesday, March 30, at sevenounces, born on Wednesday, and appointed Mrs. Ruby
Season to taste. Stir in one Harry Sparks, Stanford Andrus, p.m.
thirty o'clock in the evening at
teaspoon capers. Serve with
March 31, at 9.49 p.m. at the Harrell, Mrs. Lula Dunn, and
and
Garnett
Jones
as
hostesses.
her home.
boiled beef or tongue.
Murray-Calloway County Mrs. Katie Overcast to the
Gamma
Omicron
Chapter
of
Makes about two cups
nominating committee to select a
: The guest speaker for the
The Kappa Department of the Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the Hospital.
sauce.
The new father is employed at slate of officers for the new year
levening for Mrs. James Carlin
Murray Woman's Club will meet BSU building at 7:30 p.m.
to begin in May.
the Peoples Bank of Murray.
who spoke on The Bible and The Salad hieurette:
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Thinly slice a small !lean
Mr. and Mrs. A potluck luncheon was served
Grandparents
are
Baptist". She gave each person a of cauliflower
Mesdames John Baker, Billy
and four ribs
"Oedipus Rex" will be Bob Cook of Hazel, Alfred at noon with Rev. Thomas giving
booklet on
"What Baptista of celery; arrange in a salDale Outland, Charles D.
iffesented by a national Duncan, and Mrs. LuNell Dun- the invocation. A birthday cake
Believe and Why They Believe ad bowl. Mix one can of
Outland, and E. D. Roberts as
was presented by McLemore
Shakespearan company and can, both of Murray.
frozen condensed cream of
It".
hostesses.
sponsored by the MSU Student Great grandparents are Mr. honoring members who had
shrimp says, thawed, with
scripture from the fifth chapter one-half cup of mayonnaise
Government, a, me auditorium and Mrs. Dewey Smothermon birthdays in January, February,
The Calloway County Dry at eight p.m. Free to students
of Matthew and Mrs. Edgar and whiz in a blender until
but and Mrs. Zilpha Cook, all of and March.
Starley, class teacher, led in smooth. Pour over cault- League will meet at the First small charge to be made to Hazel, Mrs. Flois Hale and Mrs. Persons in charge of the
flower; toss lightly. Serve
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Prayer.
general public.
Freeman Duncan, both of arrangements were Ivy Culver,
Refreshments were served by on lettuce garnished with
Dexter. John (Papa ) Dill of Mesdames Eva Hilt, Marie
drained,
canned
mandarin
The Christian Social Concerns
the hostess Others present, not orange sections.
Makes four
Senior Recital of Tom Jones, Hazel is a great great grand- Marvin, Olene Lamb, and Matte
,committee will hold its monthly
preciously mentioned, were Mrs. to six servings.
Parker.
Cincinnati, Ohio, trombone, will father.
meeting at the Douglas ComAttending the meeting were
be at the Recital Hall. vine Arts
munity Center at seven p.m.
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas, Mr. an(
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No
Interested persons are invited.
Mrs.011ie Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
ccharge
Joseph David is the names C. B. Scruggs, Mr. and Mrs
Wednesday, April 7
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Vernon Roberts, Mr. and Mrs
The
Welcome
Wagon chosen by
of Benton Route Clarence Horton, Mr. and Mrs ,
Harrison
David
The Cherry Corner Baptist Newcomers Club will meet at the
their
baby
boy, weighing Dennis Lamb, 0. C. McIemore
for
Two,
with the
Church VAS will meet at the ComshunityaZter at 7:30 p.m.
on 0. W. Harrison, Paul Kingins..
The progr
will be a book nine pounds six ounces, born
church at 7:30 p.m.
Bryan Tolley, Ivy Culver.
review by Mrs. Dan Hutson. Mrs. Sunday, April 4, at 8:15 p.m. at
Mesdames
Meme Mattingly.
County
Murray-Calloway
the
The Flint Baptist Church WMS Sophie Segrera will be hostess
Bertie Parker, Gussie Geurin.
Hospital.
chairman.
The new father is employed at Mattie Parker, Ruby Hermit,
Essie Blalock, Ruby Harris,
Mrs.a
Citioi6
. i
Alloys, Calvert
Groovy new
Airco
Saturday, April 10
Lochie Hart, Norman Klapp.
I
Spring
The Hazel High School Alumni Grandparents are
Harrison of Benton Route Two Bertha Jones, Lillie Outland, Eva
Banquet
will
be
held
at
Captain's
Put-one!
Hilt, Gladys Hale, Neva Waters,
Ketchen with Rev. Billy Hurt as and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Earl
3ussie Adams, Ruby Barnes,
Fancy
Route
Farm
of
Hobbs
the guest speaker. Make
Lula Dunn, Virgie Clark, Robreservations at $2.00 per perse Two.
with Gene Orr Miller, Hazel, Ky. Great grandparents are oter Harrison, Marie Marvin,
Everett Hobbs of Fancy Farm )live Hagan, Ruth Weeks, Katie
BY ROBERT STRANDRoute Two, Mrs. Minnie Carrico Overcast, and Miss Erni(
OAKLAND, _CAL. (UP!):
commtmity of Michigan, Marvin Coursey of Montgomery.
must
be
They
Dr. Marcus A. Foster, a
advocates. If the place is the Kuttawa Rest Home, and Mr. The next regular meeting will
black school superintendand Mrs. Jordan Harrison of oe held on Friday, May 7, in the
ent who was raised in a
social hall of the First United
filthy, the principal should Benton Route Two.
ghetto. seeks to save his
Methodist Church. In charge of
say so."
disasbig city system from
arrangements will be Mr. and
carrier
who
died
when
mail
ter by recruiting 5000 volFOSTER'S volunteers,
.Foster was three. One of Mrs. C. B. Scruggs, and
unteers.
5000 by June and eventualfive children, he grew up Mesdames Bertie Parker, Neva
"What's been happening
ly $000, will be involved in
in a Philadelphia ghetto waters, Hildred Sharpe, Lela
In urban education is we
defining a master plan
and worked his way
iackelford, and Bryan Tolley
•
made the mistake of thinkwhich will name oats and
•
through college, eventually
ing professioftals can at bespecial projects for individwinning a doctor's degree.
•
hind their desks and decide
ual schools as well as for
•
Frank dish
•
what's best for the chilWhen 1 Idle. 2 little, 3 little TJ Mohaves
Oakland's citywide system
dren," he said in an biterof 84,000 pupils, 59 per
get together. its POW.(Also WOW) Laced
biscuits..
Surprise.
view.
Got a daughter in the igot-Quite.
cent of whom are black
Kids love franks jaatod
yoke fit 'n flare pant and laced vest in white.
FOSTER wants the volYet Set, Mom? Not quite a teenAlready volunteers particiWith a biscuit mix, make
up with cheese led corn
sun. hello, avocado or navy polyester/rayon.
unteers not just to help
ager but wants toi look like one?
pate in the choosing of
a dozen biscuits following
chips. Split one pound
teachers, but to participate
These are the spring shoes for her!
principals.
package directions for drop
frankfurters almost all the
process.
decision
In the
Traditional Jumping-Jacks comLong sleeve shirt with placket front. multi biscuits. Add one-fourth
way through. Place, cut
§orne
volunteers
are
Professionals simply aren't
stripe polyester/cotton voile.
fort, fit, quality, value too! Hurry
crumbled
crisp
bacon
cup
side
up,
in
being
shallow
baking
recruited
to
teach
smart enough to make all
in now while selections are best!
lagging grade . school chilto batter before baking.
dish; fill with one jar 16
the decisions, he thinks.
two
or
dren
three nights a
have
LIKE TO BE A TJ MODEL IN SEVENTEEN?
"Administrators
ounces) process cheese
week in 20 churches.
Macho; application with every Thermo-Jac item(
Youngster's treat
been telling parents they
spread. Pour one can di
may participate only on the
Here's a treat fur the
ounces) tomato sauce with
Businessmen,scientists
administrators' terms," he
youngsters. Make your
and craftsmen all are being
onions over franks. sprinfavorite crisp oatmeal
said. "Now parents should ,
asked to invite youngsters
kle with one package (3
that
cookies.
Spread
cookies
participate in ways
to help them on the job so
ounces) corn chips, coarsely
with peanut butter and put
make differences in the
they can get ''hands-on excrushed. Bake at 350 detogether
in
pairs
to
MURRAY
make
DOWNTOWN
lives of their children
perience
grees until heated through
delicious
sandwick
cookies.
"Principals can no longer
(about 15 minutes). Makes
slay:
with
a
of
Great
cold
Foster, 48, is the son of a
be defenders of the system
fiveJo six servings.

WALLIS DRUG

Miss
senior
Falr.1

1

FBIRTHaj Rev. A. M. Thomas
Speaker At Meet
Of Senior Citizens

'Mrs. Galloway Is
Hostess For Meet
Foundational Class

' Jeff
catege
Beeline

Jumping-Jacks

Big Sister Look!

'Parents
welcome'

Ryan's

The Cherry's

510
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That was
some kiss!

Gary Lee Potts of Calloway County High School was
second
place winner in the senior high biological individual
category in
the Western Kenticky Science Fair.

e Kersey

By Abiaeil Van Buren

lge4P\
DEAR ABBY: Recently, a date of mine kissed me in
the ear and injured my eardrum. He caused a suction which
blistered the eardrum and made it hemorrhage Altho my
hearing is not permanently impaired, I have spent a considerable amount of money seeing an ear specialist.
I really think this fellow should pay for all the medical
expense since he caused the damage, but since he didn't do
it intentionally, I suggested that he split the bill with me.
He just laughed.
I know there is no way I can force him to pay, but
under the circumstances, do you think I am being unreasonable in asking him to at least pay half?
NO JOKE IN INDIANA

lill of Murray
:en dismissed
ital, Paducah
3th of Murray
it the Western
'aducah.

r

*
Be Rad

DEAR NO JOKE: Certainly not! I've beard of girls
paying thru the nose for a little thell—but this is ridiculous!

nma

Miss Debbie Crick, right, and Miss Kathy Crowell entered in the
senior high biological group of the Western Kentucky Science
Fair. They are students at Calloway County High School.

DEAR ABBY: I wonder if any other woman has this
problem? For years my husband complained about those
ugly, woolly pajamas I wore every winter, We bought an
electric blanket recently, and I got rid of my warm winter
sleepwear and bought myself some sexy nylon nighties,
which pleased my husband to no end. I was happy, too,
because I was warm and cozy under that electric blanket.
Now, the problem: My husband says the electric, blanket
dries out his feet and makes his heels rough. He refuses to
use it, except to warm up the bed before we get in. Both of
us have sinus trouble and cannot sleep in a heated room.
What's the solution? I don't want twin beds or bedrooms
separate from each other And if I go back to those ugly
but warm pajamas my husband will think I'm being
spiteful
ICE COLD KATIE

DEAR KATIE: The electric blanket is hot drying out
your husband's feet. His skin is exceptionally dry in winter.
Before bedtime, massage his feet with hand lotion. And if
that doesn't eliminate the dryness, he'll be so touched with
your eagerness to please him, I'll bet he lets you sleep in a
gunnysack!
' Jeff Wyatt entered in the elementary biological individual
; category at the Western Kentucky Regional Science Fair. He is a
; second grade student at New Concord Elementary School.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

DEAR ABBY: I have a problem concerning the meals
my mother has been making lately. First she sees something in the newspaper that looks good to her, and the next
thing you know, we have it for supper Last night she made
something that looked like miniature submarines. Mom said
that dish was called, "The Mistake that Became a Famous
Success." Well, I don't know that much about food, but se
far as I am concerned, it was still a "Mistake'"
Now Mom says she is going to make something called
"Stuffed Cabbage." It sounds terrible
If you have any ideas on how a 13-year-old boy can get
his mother to cook plain meals and quit experimenting
around. I would sure appreciate it!
STARVING IN HOUSTON

IS MORE

THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

DEAR STARVING: I have yet to see • mother wbo
could say no to her 13-year-old son who played his cards
right. Just put your arms around her sad give her a little
kiss on the neck, and say, "Mom, how about sticking to the
plain old recipes?" 1P. S. Don't knock the stuffed cabbage
until you've tried it!)

Phone 753-9161

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Kos 69700, Los Angeles. Cal.
WM. For • personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

•

Foe Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
monad Si to 4bby. Box 0700. Los Angeles. Cal. SOM.
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"a EDITOR
Mr. James Williams, Editor
Ledger and Times
Murray, Kentucky
Dear Mr. Williams:
In your Seen and Heard column
in the March 30, Ledger and
Times, you thanked the Highway
Department for the work done on
Sycamore Street. It pleases me
that at least someone is thankful
for this gaping eyesore, but may I
suggest that the gratitude is not
universal. It appears that you
look at the job rather nearsighted.
Viewing only as a
motorist with channel vision,
your statement could possibly be
valid. However, speaking from
the homeowner's point of view,
we in the area of Eight Street,
have been done a grave injustice.
I don't think anyone in this area
would consider their property has
increased in value or retained its
value by the "great improvement". When a ditch, in the
City on a main street, is cut some
four feet deep by five or six feet
wide, it seems quite unrealistic to
say this is better.
The "culverts" you speak of
are already half full of dirt and
gravel and the ditch has never*
been free from standing water
since it was cut the week of
January 25.
The amount of
rubbish that lands in such a
unsightly hole is phenominal.
Yes, I will be one of the first to
admit that much litter is
distributed on the streets but one
is more likely to toss a can or
bottle into a hole, than in a yard.
With the depth of such a hole, on(
would need to be an acrobat to
keep it clean.
A highway
foreman said it would be their jot
but I haven't seen any of their
acrobats removing litter. We
would like very much to say that
the driveways are better but
when you turn in your own drive
and feel the drive crumbling to
four foot drop, it is very hard to
visualize your perception of
better.
No one is doubting the fact that
water' standing on a highway is
dangerous. But, is not a four foot
hole along the side of the road
also dangerous. Having lived
here almost five years, to my
knowledge, there was never an
accident due to standing water.
However, I have knowledge of
some six accidents at the intersection of Eighth and
Sycamore which came up into the
lawns of property on the south
side of Sycamore Street. Fortunately, only one of these persons was seriously injured. I
doubt if the percentage will be as
small in the years to come if the
ditch remains as its is.
Many prominent citizens in
Murray have asked such
questions as:
"Are they
(referring to the Highway
Department) going to put up
guard rails?"; "What kind of
strip mining are they doing on
"They're not
your street?;
going to leave such a hole, are
they?" "Why don't they tile it?
That looks awful."; I think one
can see from such questions that
there are many others who look
at the project from a much different prospective than you.

WARD-ELKINS
ANNOUNCES
their appointment as exclusive Dealers for
Sales and Service of KitchenAid Dishwashers
and Disposers for Calloway County.

No
Hand
Rinsing!
KITCHENAID DISHWASHER
with Automatic Soak Cycle
Eliminates sink soaking of pots and pans. Many other outstanding features, too. Like SaniCycle for extra health protection Like a 9-way upper rack. Exclusive washing and
drying action. Many types and models to choose from. Made
by Hobart, the world's oldest and largest maker of commercial
dishwashers.
t patent pending

KitchenAid
Front Loading Portables

Buy It Today,
Use It Tonight!
No Installation Needed!

Sincerely,
Arvin D Crafton Mrs.
\‘‘%•N‘,NNS..S.S%\‘‘‘\‘‘N\

WELCOME

The Finest Dishwashers On Wheels

kIM%ZIV,

To Great
Week-Night Specials

* THURSDAY . .PLATTER

'1.75

NIGHT

$2.25
Enjoy these Specials, plus Young Pirates under 6
eating Free Perch or.Catfish. Pirates 6-12, 50' charge
for perch or catfish.

nulti-

EN?

FAMILY SHOE STORE
Murray, Ky.
510 Main St.
Glenn C. Wooden. Owner
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.

C,

EXCUSSIVE WINN SWEEP WASH
So effective that dishes come out
sparkling.clean, without pre onsing
by hand Stainless steel SaniGuard
Alter catches food soil and keeps
recirculated
water filler clean
Superb' and Imperial seines have
an overhead Constant Rinse

EXCUISIVE FLIS-TNINV" 011T1NO
Thorough and safe •ven for line
chins and good plasticware. A fan
and au heater, located outside the
wash chamber circulate sanitized
hot air over, under and around each
piece No hot spots.

EXCLUSIVE TRIDUI110
PORCELAIN 04-STEEL %VASIL CRANIUM
Two coats of premium porcelain
on steel plus a protective overglaze
Finosh stays bright and beautiful
Its extra tough and is immune to
neat, food acids and odors Resists
abrasion and is scratch. stain and
lade proof

ENJOY A KITCHENAID HOLIDAY
FROM DISHWASHING
EVERY DAY

Captatit
Rittben WARD-ELKINS

"Home of All
Ypu Can Eat"

Open 4 p.m. Tue.-Sat.
11 p.m. Sunday

\%\'%N%'%,

4

_. ... .-?
_
iA—aki.R.
hme.

. - - '2.25

* WEDNESDAY . CATFISH NIGHT

Have a fling ...dash
off to the nearest rally, zoom
away on a hot-dog jaunt, rev up
a whole new fashion image for
yourself in this shoe with so much
going for it, so much built-in go!

,,J......
ai
w,,c0-7A

Ship Ahoy Maties . . . gather all
hands on deck and cast off for
the greatest bargains on the seven seas!
* TUESDAY . . .SHRIMP NIGHT

ayes
.aced
vhite.
ayon.

FEATURING —

Take-Out Orders
Phone 753-4141

\N,,,%%

%•%,%%%%%%,
..%%\\NN.

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
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Longden-McMahon
Commissioner break explained

-SPACE AGE REPORT

Manned bases on moon? Miller
not practical, Urey says on

By NELSON FISHER
Copley News Service

checking out the Preakness
horses.
"We don't want to take too
much out of him. We want to
have a horse to race late next
summer and in the fall and I'm
taking him home tomorrow
night if we can make the flight
arrangements," Johnny said.
stood
Prince
Majestic
regally, if a bit drawn to the
trained eye, in his stall nearby.
There was an ominous
silence for a day after the
announcement struck like a
thunderclap. The eager McMahon's reaction came as a
thundering echo the next afternoon.
Flight arrangements were
canceled and Majestic Prince
was ordered on to New York for
the Belmont.
He trained dully there, his
race was duller and, in one of
the weirdest renewals of the
Belmont, Arts and Letters
dealt the Prince his first defeat
in the eight starts of his career.
It was one of the slowest
runnings of the Belmont in
modern times and the pace was
a baffling thing over a fast
track, 1:16 1-5 for six furlongs
and I:40 1-5 for the first mile
Final time was 2:28 4-5 for the
mile and one-half, as compared
to Gallant Man's record of 2:26
3-5.
Shortly thereafter the truth
came out. Majestic Prince had
to be fired in both front ankles
for osseiet problems and never
raced again . .
"I am a little tired and
decided to rest for a while,"
Longden said in disclosing he
was resigning as trainer of
McMahon's horses.
No doubt Johnny, now 64, is
getting tired of it all. Certainly
tired of tension with the boss, a
hard man for all their long
friendship.

It had to come, sooner or
to the moon.
flights
the recent termination of
later,
the
that
surface
beneath
By FRANK MACOMBER
discovered
iner relations betowner-tra
who
man
The
constantly move back and
Milttary-Aeroapace Writer
ween Canadian industrialist
deuterium, an element which
rocks
huge
forth,
pushing
Copley News Service
atomic
Frank McMahon and little
upward and thus causing led to development of
Johnny Longden.
takes issue with those by J. Robert (Bob) Mike
fission,
moon
The
quakes.
surface
Manned bases on the moon'
This was an appropriate
charge the space program
An attractive thought, perhaps, appears to have no convection who
time. Derby time is coming fast
Vietnam war are most
the
scientists
though
some
—
and
cells
a
but not practical, answers
upon the racehorse world and
theory — guilty of draining the nation's
famed American scientist who don't subscribe to this
another difficult situation was
resources and creating grave
quake
less
has
therefore
and
An official Arbor Day has been beginning to grow in the stable
has been studying earth's
problems
social and economic
observed in Kentucky and other that rode so high in 1969.
nearest natural satellite for potential.
home.
activities relating to this annual
4. Evidence that some of the at
decades.
Urey blames the swift adThat was when Majestic
will be observed during this
event
Analyses of rocks and dust moon's "seas" or maria — dry
many
for
technology
vance of
Prince, who had been bought
returned from the moon by valleys — are a billion years
month.
ills.
of the nation's
by McMahon at auction for
Apollo 11 and 12 astronauts younger than surrounding
have
-It is curious that we
what in 1967 was a world record
Day is observed as a
Arbor
have shown them to be too dry regions reflects a changing
our
in
hungry and unemployed
time for planting trees. This price of $250,000 for a yearling
to suggest there is any water on lunar surface, something
country, yet there is a food
to
event is nearly 100 years old, colt. was trained patiently and
says
expected
not
surface,
had
lunar
scientists
or near the
surplus and people are gamhaving been initiated on April 10, successfully by Longden in a
Dr, Harold Urey .77-year-old find.
stock
the
in
day
bling every
of 3-year-old stakes at
Nobel Prize-winning chemist.
1872, in Nebraska. The idea grew sweep
5. Some rock brought back
"If there were water on the from the moon is the same as market," he observes. "Our out of a proposal of Juilus Mor- Santa Anita, the Kentucky
moon it might be a logical base that founa on earth. Even so, technology has advanced to a ton, a former U. S. Secretary of Derby and the Preakness.
from which to launch missions scientists and geologists who point where we can produce Agriculture.
The downfall of Majestic
to other regions in space," he use this to back a claim that what we need without relying
Prince in the Belmont, third leg
added in an interview. "But tektites and meteorites striking on the full complement of
of the Triple Crown of
Observance of Arbor Day is
surface materials are very dry the earth broke away from the people that once were required
American racing, came after a
this
and it would be too costly to moan are following a false to produce enough for
noted in all states but Alaska, and sharp disagreement between
drill for possible deep sub- trail. Their origin still is a nation.
is observed in relation to planting trainer Longden and owner
surface water deposits on the cosmic mystery.
"Ironically, we have become dates in a given state. Kentucky McMahon following the handDr. Urey believes that even too efficient for our own good. held its first Arbor Day ob- some colt's victory in the
.
Consequently, the University after the Apollo program winds SO there are the unemployed servance in 1886.
minli
thneess
eak
Prin
of California, San Diego, up with three more scheduled
co stable cafe the
anil all that this means."
chemistry professor sees no moon missions, the United
Traditionally, Arbor Day has morning after Majestic Prince
As population and technology
reason for putting men on the States should continue its
both grow, Urey foresees as been mainly an event centered had repeated in the Preakness
moon except for exploration, explorations with unmanned, ."inevitable" a 20-hour work around young people. To me this the victory he scored over Arts
despite forecasts of some
week in America within two is fitting, because we plant a tree and Letters in the Kentucky
instrumented
scientists that lunar bases are highly
and a 30-10-35 hour in the hope that it will live and Derby, Longden announced he
decades
spacecraft.
inevitable someday,
earlier.
even
week
grow to fulfill a useful purpose. was shipping the Prince back to
"We won't know all we
One of a select • group of
This is of course the hope we hold California for a rest.
20
some
time
one
when
at
moon
Where
the
about
should
scientists chosen to analyze
Ex-jockey Longden, who
our young people—the desire
for
nation's
the
of
has
cent
program
per
Apollo moon rocks and dust, the Apollo
retired from the saddle as the
adults
into
mature
too
they
that
population was engaged in
Dr. Urey says his studies so far ended," he said. "Since we
in serving world's winningest rider with a
have convinced him that "none have spent billions on Apollo, agriculture or farm-related who are interested
record of 6,032 victories, had
fellovrman.
activities, technology has cut their community_and
of us were right about the we should finish the task."
detected the warning signals
region
point
a
where
lunar
to
one
work
says
Urey
farm
it.
explored
moon" before men
The purpose of Arbor Day is of after Majestic Prince's long
only 5 per cent is needed to
"Some geologists claim they which will be skipped by the
to show the need for the and strenuous campaign.
course
to
produce all the food required
knew all along about the Apollo missions is marked by a
"He has won these two real
of trees and to foster a
planting
feed the nation, Urey points
moon's texture, but they series of- black ridges plainly
tough races .. . but he is not a
greater appreciation of trees.
out.
didn't," he said. His findings, visible in photographs taken by
and wood products have machine,•' Longden told a
Urey says, have convinced him Apollo astronauts.
"It isn't the war or Apollo,- Timber
to our economy small group of newsmen
"They look as though they
that:
he insists. "When the conflict is been important
of our state.
1. The moon is sturdier and might have been thrown up over there will be other post- since the founding
of
'Sea
Mare
the
Imbrium
from
as
such
the
war adjustments,
more rigid than scientists or
Today,some 12 million acres of
the
scientist creation of jobs for those who
geologists believed before the Rains l,"
land in Kentucky is commercial
lit:,
speculates.
jltee2
have been fighting for us.
Apollo explorations.
timber land. Sawmills provide
"I would like to know what
2. It is more rigid than earth.
-And as the Apollo program employment for some 18,000
Huge excess masses which they are composed of. The
phases out, there will be more persons. When the value of the James C. Williams
It
deposits.
thick
show
photos
have remained stable on the
in
the timber, milling, and processing is Ledger & Times
unemployment
moon for 4.5 billion years would would be interesting to know
by Estelle Spiceland
aerospace industry, adding to figured, trees are of a freat Murray, Kentucky 42071
have sunk Into the earth, for what their material is."
the trend which already has economic importance to KenApril 5, 1971
our globe is far less rigid
Unlike space critics, Urey
Dear Mr. Williams:
started,
tucky.
3 This leads to the conclusion believes the final three Apollo
The Easter season is here; but
- Nobody has the solutions
that the moon is less likely than moon explorations should go as
Kentucky forests offer over 60 On Monday, March 29, 1971, instead of the world singing,
yet."
earth to be shaken by quakes. scheduled. He regrets the
have Den 3 from Pack 37 of Robertson "Hallelujah, Christ Arose!", it is
At the other end of the species of trees which
Ken- Elementary School was given a
Our globe is pitted with con- cancellauon of three of the
uproar because a jury found
said,is India. commercial value. Too.for
Urey
spectrum,
the guided tour of your newspaper by in an
noted
vection cells — regions far 1 original 10 scheduled manned
with its jobless and hungry for tucky has long been
a man guilty of a My Lai
a different reason — inef- production of quality hardwood you and your staff. The cub massacre
scouts making this trip were Time had brought forgetfulness
ficiency and a backward and veneer,
Kenny Bogard, Joe Kim Harmon, to us who were horrified at first
technology
1 Apart from the commercial
Bryan, David Billington when we read of old men, women,
used of wood, trees are a Kris
WSM-TV
WLAGTV
WSIX-TV
Chain.I S
Channel 4
necessary part of landscaping. Dean Hainsworth, Timmy At- and children being herded into a
Channel 3
Contributions of trees in the chinson, and Mike Clark. We ditch and shot.
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Television Schedule

Down Concord
Way

Pistol-packing nun
joins police force

5

Fr„„, ,„,a

•S

SPECIAL 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week'pnly!
ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

99; Reg. Box 99;
s 1.25 Value

pate.

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slow, Rolls

Kentuelui Trial akin.
Phone 753 7101

12th & Sycamore

The first Twin Lakes Juniof
Association Tournament was held March 20 at
Gateway Lanes with teams from
Murray Corvette Lanes and
Gateway Lanes patticipating.
The winners automatically
qualify to go to the state tournament which will be held at
Cardinal Lanes in Paducah
April 10 and 17. Teams frori
all over keniecky will partici-

Bowling

WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Bowling Assoc. Tourney

Ms'

Winners are as follows: Bantam Division; Bantam Girls,
Gateway's 04 team, Tammy Allen, Julie Ross, Barbara
Broach, Vannetta Nolcox, Connie McLaughlin, Bantam Boys,
Gateway's 03 team, Kent Jenkins, Dean Kirk, Steve Heidorn,
Nolcox, Phillip Filo

Junior Division; Junk,:
Girls, Murray's ii learn,
F:ee.

nie Lyons, Ronnie Lyons, Janie
Lamb, Sandy Emerson, Vicki
Robeits. Junioi Bays, Gateway's II team, Ken Phelps,
Terry Lindsey, Donnie Puckett,
George Lovell, Johnny Story,
Senior Division; senior Girls;
Gateway's #1 team, Sharon
Grover, Jan Fleming, Gloria
Barrett, Lynda Watkins, Eliaaheth Johnston. Senior Boys;
.ateway's 01 team,Ron Thompson, Jim Adamson, Steve Melton, Joe Smith, Barry Sins.
Julie Ross bowled a 209 Jan.
16, which is the high game
bowled this year In the Bantam
Division. Julie won an Amen -.
an Junior Bowling Congress
emhlern for howling a 200game
ing also won a trophy, from
,aoway Lanes as she became
membe)of

their 200 clot.
•

We were shocked to hear that
the Derwood Edward's bad
moved from their beloved
country home to Murray. The
Walter Millers never expected to
leave that place once, either
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HIGHWAY 9 PUSH — A South Vietnamese tankman
checks his grenade launcher as his column moves
toward Laos border along Highway 9 west of Lang
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BLUE SPRUCE

Reduced from
1.95 to

$2"
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Visit Your Nursery for Top
Quality Plant Material and
Service!

Dem RiseandSkim
Sasteatorming

_
The high-rise silhouette in glossy
surfaces—news for him,for her! Not
new —fit, construction, top-quality
materials—the inside story that makes
Red Goose tops with Moms tool

J

FREE GOLDEN EGG
a- p.m, on TV, given
psi. of

RED GOOSE SHOE.;

U.S. facing import
pantyhose problem
Foreign manufacturers are
dumping pantyhose into the
U. S. market, and Dominic
an
Toscani,
American
manufacturer, has sent a
telegram to President Nixon
asking him to "curb the unprecedented imports of pantyhose."
West Germany has been
flooding the American market,
and pantyhose imports in 1970
were about 11 per cent of
domestic shipments

OF
more
Jerus
the r

clplei

Company

18" High
24" Spread

ear

Family Shoe Store
510 Main St Glenn C Wooden, Owner Murray, Ky
• ,OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8 P.M.
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auto insurance illustrates the
infringement. I deeply resent
the higher costs imposed by
Editor:
Dear
drinkers who cause most serious
accidents. Iresent higher recent
I once was uncertain of the home insurance caused by the
practicality of voting dry an area destructive combination of
surrounded by wets, but now drinking while smoking. I resent
conscience dictates that even if the increased cost of manufacone against a million I should tured products made so by
vote dry.
Although extensive alcoholic ifefficiency. I resent
By CLAIRE COX
literature reveals the tragic the enormous costs of crime, of
Copley News Service
enormity of the problem, the prisons, of mental institution; of
public is all informed. But even alcohol increased public welfare
NEW YORK — Being a
when well informed the tendency cases, all of these while states are
is for the calloused Wets to defy going bankrupt and twisting church business manager can
be as much a part of the
facts and to continue the taxes out of the deluded people
"alcohol who refused to see the real cause. ministry as preaching from the
that
prejudice
Wait every Sunday.
belongs"; hence, their basic Knowing public apathy about
tormula of justification and
The minister ter church
such matters, I am not at all sure
education is that we should learn of a big majority Dry vote. But management is the shepherd of
to use alcohol with the least big or little, it will not be a victory the congregational finances,
They
possible ill effects.
until we do a better job of insuring that the money is
generally ignore the more sen- shocking and educating the spent well and wisely as part of
sible formula that to stop using public to a knowlege of the truth. the total mission to the
religious community.
alcohol will stop all its ill effects,
In the case of a large
some sadly visible but many of
metropolitan church, he is in
which go unnoticed by the public. Yours truly
over-all charge of the property
example, alcoholic Robert Usrey
For
and the maintenance staff. He
workers absenteeism more than
has to see that things run
double certain expenses, yet
smoothly, that schedules are
obstinate Wets suggest "that this
maintained for the many oncost should be weighed against
going activities and that no
possible intergrating functions of
congregational feathers are
alcohol in facilitating comruffled.
large
a
is
munication
It is into such a ministry that
The Hazel High School alumni
Triumphal Entry
bureaucratic organization." is asked to please make reser- the Rev. George L. Head has
Hogwash! It is more possible vations now for the Saturday stepped. He has been named to
By RUTH HYDE
that such will further increase night Alumni banquet to be held the management post at
Written Especially for Central Press
mental illness. One fourth of the at Captain's Kitchen
Marble Collegiate Church in,
OF ALL the journeys Christ took in His lifetime, none is
nation's mentally W are now
more easily traced than His final one from Capernaum to
New York, of which Dr. NorJerusalem in the week before Passover. Denied passage along
alcoholics. But even more, these
man Vincent Peale has been
the more direct route through Samaria, Jesus and His disalcoholics have a malevolent Reservations are $'2.00 per minster for nearly 40 years. In
ciples took the longer route by way of the borders of Judea
influence on their families, plate and should be mailed to the his new capacity, Head will be
Hazel Alumni Association, Hazel, one of a staff of 10 clergymen
and beyond Jordan."
causing other illness and misery.
He crossed the Jordan at the ford where His ministry
Kentucky, according to Gene serving the church.
Studies
also
reveal
that
had begun and arrived in Jericho, where He spent the night
Dr. Peale said this marked
legalizing liquor does not Miller, president.
with Zacchaeus, the tax collector. The next morning He
the first time that a minister
necessarily reduce bootlegging;
left for Jerusalem, joining other pilgrims on the dusty road
but may even increase it. Why Rev. Billy Gray Hurt of had been named to the
winding and twisting among the steep, almost barren cliffs
between Jericho and Jerusalem. That night He slept in
not? - the more legal outlets the Paducah will be the featured position; in the past, laymen
experienced in the ways of
Bethany, a small village on the southern slope of the Mount easier to disguise illegal' sales. speaker. All graduates of the
been managers
of Olives
According to the alcoholic former high school are urged to business have
the historic church on Fifth
of
As Jesus and the disciples climbed the Mount of Olives, the
beverage industry's own
attend.
Temple and towers of the Holy City came into view, radiant
Facts Book," nine very wet
in the morning sunshine. Seeing it, Jesus wept as He preNortheastern states, including
dicted its future fate.
Little Delaware, produce the most
Descending the stony road tip the city, Jesus was joined
by hundreds of others, pilgrims like Himself, on their way to moonshine liquor.
A few
Jerusalem to celebrate the Passover. As word spread through- Southeastern states produce
out the crowd surrounding Him, they began chanting psalms 50,000,000 gallons of moonshine
and shouting hosannas. Pilgrims came from the city to join
annually.
Siezing stills and
the throng and, for a time, Jesus allowed them to lead Him
transporting vehicles by the
along.
thousands does not stop the flow.
From somewhere near Bethpage two of the disciples obtained a donkey for Him to ride. Seeing this the people fell One single five county area
silent, remembering that a donkey colt was the. royal equip- harbored an estimated 100 stills
age of Israel's kings and that in riding the colt, Jesus vial
producing enough illegal liquor to
JOE BROOKS
mission is asking all groups in
fulfilling an ancient prophecy.
deprive the government of
Copley News Service
the nation to reexamine the
The moment passed and the people broke into shouts and
850,000,00
per
:
week
taxes.
All
this
origins, the values and the
cheers. Some began casting their garments on the ground for
infers the 'corrupting power of
America will celebrate its meaning of America and to
the Lord to ride over while others cut branches from palms,
both
officers
acacias, balsam and tamarisk along the road. Running ahead alcohol in that law
200th anniversary in 1976.
dramatize its development.
of the donkey, they strewed the ground with greenery and will not and cannot cope with the
The bicentennial will be a
A major part of Heritage '76
flowers, sisving, dancing, aud shouting jubilant hosannas problem in legal areas.
yearlong event, both a look I will be played by cities which
all the while.
Ironically, high liquor taxes backward at the ideals for had a key role in the early
'Thus, in triumph, Jesus entered the city He was to leave
defeat their own purpose ad- which the American Revolution development of America, such
less than a week later on His way to a cruel death on the
vocated by the Wets. When high was fought and a look ahead as Philadelphia, Boston and
Crow.
enough to seem profitable for the toward the advancement of Washington, 11). C.
NEXT: Christ In Gethsemane.
2. Open House U.S. A. This
state, they are high enough to human welfare as the nation
motivate the moonshiner and moves into its third ,century. will be a nationwide effort to
That is the goal of the stimulate travel to various
bootlegger to stay in business.
UNCOOPERATIVE DOVE
RUSSIANS DIE
This is partly why liquor taxes American Revolution Bicen- parts of the country and to
MOSCOW (UM—Two memtennial Commission, which is encourage visitors to America
FARNWORTH, England bers of the Soviet Union canoe cannot be profitable.
planning the observance under from other nations.
I
am
not
surprised
at
the
(UPI(—Methodist minister The and khayak teams and their
a mandate from Congress.
3. Horizons '76. This comconduct
of
criminal
types,
but I
Rev. Leslie Marsh borrowed a coach died March 31, it was
"Where is the bicentennial ponent of the observance is a
dove from a magician Sunday reported Sunday by Sovietsky am both surprised and much going to be?" asks Commission challenge from the commission
to use in his sermon to Sport Newspaper. The athletes disturbed about intelligent and Chairman David J. Mahoney. to every American to undemonstrate St. Francis of were international competitors reponsible prople who's thinking "The bicentennial will be dertake at least "one principal
As.sisi's love for birds. But the Alexei Gorbachov and Viktor is warped on the wet-dry issure. everywhere, all across the project which manifests the
sermon came to an abrupt halt Sustretov, and the coach was For example, consider those who United States."
pride, the prioHties and the
argue that voting dry infringes
Mahoney told a recent news hopes of his coMmunity."
when the bird flew away. It Vladimir Lukoyanov.
the
freedom
of
the
Wets.
They
conference in San Francisco
was caught a few minutes later
"Just as our forebears were
in the choir balcony and the No details of their deaths are the real infringers. For that the commission is plan-' faced with .1a" series of
example, a Mardi 29 report on ning a series of regional movements into the unknown,
were revealed.
clergyman resumed.
another 25 percent increase in meetings in every section of the at first across seas to a new
country to encourage cities. land, later over the plains and
towns and states to become mountains of that land and still
involved in the observance
later through the moving
Every state, from the frontiers of America, in
original .n Colonies to the technology, in education, in
newest states of Alaska and science and in space, we too, as
Hawaii, has contributed to the we approach our nation's 200th
American heritage, and thus anniversary are faced with a
each should join in celebrating movement into the unknown,"
the nation's 200th anniversary. Mahoney told a recent meeting
he said.
of the commission.
The commission is planning
"Just as our ancestors had no
three components for the guidelines, for no nation was
bicentennial:
ever built at such a pace and
1. Heritage '76 — a nation- with such dynamism, we have
wide summons to recall the none because, as with them, no
country's heritage and to place nation has dared to move into
it in its historical perspective. the unknown with such inTo accomplish this the corn- tensity. Just as it was their
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Church business manager
cites ministry role
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Hazel High Alumni
Banquet Saturday

Avenue in the shadow of the
Empire State Building where
people line up half-way around
the block on Sunday mornings
to hear its famous preacher.
Head, with his background as
a preacher, pastor and overseer of groups of churches, as
well as an entire southern
mission field, is well qualified
for the challenge.
"It is an exciting prospect,"
Head said in an interview. "I
think it's exactly what I've
been cut out to do all along. I
have been in this kind of thing
— administration and business
management.
"To be realistic, I feel this is
what I do best and yet, I still
feel lam very much a minister.
"It is just as much a part of
the ministry to keep a church
like this, with all of its projects
and programs, in the black.
This is just as great a
responsibility as any other
program in the church."
Head, 50, came to his new
post by a circuitous route. A
native of Springfield, Mass., he
grew up in California. On
graduation from high school he
worked as an insurance investigator and spent the war
years in the South Pacific as a
Navy yeoman first class. It was
not until after the war that he
decided to go to college and
study for the ministry.
He graduated first from
Sacramento State College and
then from the Berkeley
Divinity School, also in

California, and was ordained in
the American Baptist Convention .
On joining the Baptist Home
Mission Society,' he was given
the assignment of saving the
dying Grace Baptist Church in
St. Paul, Minn. During his two
years there he set the
congregation on the road to
recovery and started a center
to serve deprived residents of
the inner city.
The center offered a number
of programs, including home
economics courses, first-aid
training and recreation for

ministerial staff in 1961 as
assistant director of the Help,
Line Telephone Center. Besides
helping supervise the service
he has assisted in training 200
volunteers to man telephones
aroisid the clock at the center
in a converted chapel of the
church.
Head will administer a
complicated budget under the
direction of Dr. Peale and his
administrative minister, the
Rev. Arthur Caliandro. Actually, it boils down to three'
budgets — one supervised by
the church board, one handled
through the Collegiate Church
Corp. of New York, of which :
Marble Church is part, and the
third covering the 10-story
office building next door, which
houses church offices and
headquarters of several nonprofit organizations.

street gangs. There Head found
himself a staff of one, serving
as preacher, pastor, business
manager, custodian and
director of recreation, among
other things.
Once the task was completed,
Head was sent into the Indian
to
mission
field, first
Anadarko, Okla., where he
directed a center staffed by 11
missionaries. For three years
he supervised the work of 13
small mission churches and
was then sent to Atlanta as field
all
representative
for
American Baptist missions in
the 15 southern states.
He was responsible for all
American Baptist work in the
South — schools, colleges and
churches—and for helping the
affiliates with their fund
raising, teacher training,
management and programming.
Marble's
Head
joined

FOCUS ON HISTORY

American bicentennial
will last all of 1976

RUIT OF THE

hope of building a new and
better society, it must be ours
As part of the Open House
U. S. A. component, the
commission has made these
recommendations for key cities
in the nation:
— The National Capital
Region: To mark the actual
and symbolic importance of
our national capital, special
emphasis should be placed on
the renewal of Washington,
D. C., with the objective of
making it a worthy example of
what a successful quest for life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness can produce.
— Boston: To tell the continuing story of liberty as it is
developing in the United States,
Boston should develop a
program to explore and
examine the revolutionary
roots of America through its
great historical resources.
—
Philadelphia:
To
recognize that America is the
product of many foreign lands,
institutions and peoplesk
Philadelphia should commit
itself to an exposition which
will have commemorative,
historical emphasis rather than
commercial. The commission
noted that the Bureau of International Expositions has
sanctioned an exposition in
Philadelphia in 1976.
— Miami: To share/ the
variety of American life among
all people, Miami should
complete its permanent Trade
and Cultural Center by 1976 as
part of the. bicentennial observance.

tho
late flows
wroo.uo

scs
Fruit of the Loom will put your legs in

Headlining the spring fashion floor shovk—
Natvralier's ladY-Iike pump with higher heel

GreatShape Sheer panty hose

agd smooth wrap-around front. Sure to be
a hit in your wardrobe in softly crushed

Great Shape is the greatest idea in panty hose—ever. Because it gives
you the greatest fit—ever—if you're between 5'0 alai 510".
Great Shape comes in great colors, too. Try Great Shape panty hose of
super stretch yarn, today. We know that once you try them.
you'll buy them over and over again.

now 1.59
LITTLETON'S

MILITANT — Angela Davis,
27, a black militant, raises
a clenched fist in court in
San Rafael, Calif., during
her pre-trial hearings. She
and co - defendant Ruchell
Magee are charged with
murder, kidnaping a n d
conspiracy in a courthouse
shooting last August 7.

chiffon crinkle patent
As seen in
Ladies Home Journal

Black or White—
matching handbag ayiliTable

regularly 1.99

"THE HAPPY YELLOW STORE'
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Adams Shoe Store
CALLEY COLLECTION -Part of all the to-do following conviction'and He sentence
for Lt. William(I l. at Ft. Benning, Ga., is this scene in Corumbus, Ga.—an offduty policeni,In. Richard Wheatley, collecting money on Calley's behalf.' "

Alen

DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
t

t••ther r•la, io .ppers
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Economy blamed
for airline woes
number of flights voluntarily
but must have CAB permissain
to expand or cut down the
number of routes.
The big airlines like
American, TWA, United and
Pan American, already have
begun a wholesale reduction of
flights in the last several
months. All four reported
losses in 1970.

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

An
bu
fai
ha
no
de

The health of the nation's
ailing airline industry will
improve as the country's
economy regains its lost
momentum and inflation
subsides to a point where the
wage-price spiral comes to a
halt.
"The national economy is the
guts of the birlines' troubles,"
says Secor D. Browne, the 54year-old, tousled-headed
chairman
of the
Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB)
whose rulings determine how
the air carriers shall operate.
4e.
"The hang-up is that every
employe of the airlines, from
the pilots right down to the
baggage
handlers,
are
demanding more money to
keep pace with inflation and
are threatening to break the
carriers," declares Browne, an
aeronautical engineer and
former professor at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Another
major
factor
pushing the airlines into a
financial corner, Browne acids,
is an overabundance of routes
and schedules which has
created a situation of -more
airliner seats than bottoms to
fill therm."
"The surplus of routes and
schedules started back in
1966," Browne recalled in an
interview. All the airlines
• wanted more routes, many of
them paralleling those of other
carriers on transcontinental
service and routes between big
cities like New York and
Cnicago.
-The board granted many of
these, until today the airlines
are competing on the same
routes and their offerings far
exceed
the
passenger
demand."

These and other carriers,
Brevme notes, also have been
saddled with the tremendous
costs of the new generation of
airliners. the $20 million Boeing
747 jumbo jet and the oncoming 'ide-bodied air buses
- the Douglas DC-10 and the
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar if and
when its Rolls-Royce engine
troubles are solved. Each of
these will cost the airlines from
$10 to $12 million.
Browne says he has called on
the Senate Labor Committee to
name a select group to investigate wage problems affecting the entire transportation industry, with special
emphasis on airlines and
railroads.
The
committee, after
hearings, could determine
whether new laws are needed
to bold industry wages at levels
which won't bankrupt carriers,
he explains.

Ecolo-G back
on market
WASHINGTON
(U P I):
Ecolo-G and Bohack nophosphate laundry detergents, seized by federal
marshals March 8, will return to the market with a
warning label, according to
an announcement by the
Food and Drug Administration.
The warning will read:
"Danger-may cause burns
-harmful if swallowedeye irritant. Contains sodium metasilicate. Avoid
contact with skin, eyes, and
mucous
membranes.
In
case of external contact,
flush with water. For eyes,
flush with water for 15
minutes and get immediate
medical attention. If swallowed, give large quantities
of water or milk. Follow
with citrus juice or dilute
vinegar. Call physician immediately. Keep out of
reach of children."

in the riud-19hus. Browne
recollects, the airlines were
picking up new passengers at
the rate of a 15 to 20 per cent
annual climb.
"They believed that rate of
increase would continue indefinitely," he says, -and
t1

based their requests for new
routes and more schedules on
that prediction. Now, however,
the demand has nearly leveled
off."
In the last year the decline in
new passenger traffic has
forced airlines to cancel some
700 flights, many of them in the
late night hours. This, in turn,
has
hampered
airmail
deliveries to such an extent
that the Post Office Department is considering a plan to
buy or lease cargo planes and
haul its own airmail.
Browne said the CAB now is
gearing up to act on airline
requests to cut back their
routes, especially those where competition is so stiff that they
are money-losers, without
viOlating the antitrust laws.
Airlines can reduce the

FDA ordered the seizure
on grounds the products
were mislabeled because
they did not warn of hazards. The agency said sodium metasilicate, an ingredient substituted for phosphates, made the detergents "tcouc, corrosive to
skin and the cause of severe eye irritation "
Both brands are made by
North American Chemical
Corp., N. J.
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Actress Considers Other Careers

CAPITAL IDEAS

New York City's woes
don't inhibit Lindsay
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

NEW YORK - There is
something almost bizarre
about the political speculation
that surrounds Mayor John
Lindsay of New York.
While his own city slides
toward bankruptcy and unsolved problems take on
skyscraper dimensions, Lindsay's
Gracie
Mansion
lieutenants talk about making
the mayor president in 1972.
"No one understands the
problems of the cities better
than Mayor Lindsay," says a
press aide. "No one in either
party can communicate more
convincingly with the minority
groups and the young people including all those 18 to 21Kathy Garver, offering cookies to everyone, is joinsel by Johnni• Whitalcor and
years-old who will be voting for
Anissa Jones. All three are regulars on "Family Affair," seen Thursdays on CBS.
the first time in '72."
other credits
by NU. DUNN
Kathyre,
Deputy Mayor Richard R.
admits
TAP DANCING at three and that she completely lacks any again Kathy was .i"wesiating Aurelio says Lindsay's entire
between a television studio and
making television commercials background in the classics. She
staff has urged him to turn
the university classroom.
at eight, pretty Kathy Garver has never, never done ShakeDemocrat. Two top aides are
graduate
spite
of
In
theater
soon decided she had enough speare, which some actors contelevision director David Garth
and retired at fifteen, an age sider essential to one's theatri- work and a show business cawhen most of us haven't begun. cal training. Although Kathy reer that extends back to early who worked in 1970 for
At that point, Kathy wanted doesn't share this view, she was childhood, Kathy said that she Democrats Sen. John Tunney
California, Sen. Adlai
to concentrate on school and the interested enough to want to do has thought about other caadolescent pursuits. But she _graduate work in early theater. reers. At one point she consid- . Stevenson of Illinois and Gov.
confirmed to audition almost Deciding last summer, Kathy ered going to law school.
John Gilligan of Ohio; and Sid
out of habit. Then she won the applied on short notice to her
Davidoff, patronage chief, who
part of Sissy in "Family Af- alma meter, UCLA. 'Unfortunorganize several
STILL, KATHY mentioned helped
fair," which required a choice ately, though, she was told that
her future employment might Democratic
congressional
on Kathy's part to stay in retiny! being of the essence, ad- never reach the deciding point. campaigns last year.
tirement or return to show busiOne good part often leads to
mission was unlikely.
"We'd rather switch than
ness. As it turned out, she had it
But in her application, Kathy another. And just as childhood fight," says Aurelio.
both ways. Kathy attended
plans to retire were quickly
The fact that Lindsay lacks a
UCLA when not shooting, and had included a recommendation
from Sebastian Cabot, the dig- shelved by a successful audi- political base in either party,
earned a degree in speech.
nified Englishman of the Amer- tion, so too thoughts of law and that he is deeply
• • •
mistrusted by
psychology careers will probRIGHT NOW Kathy is in the ican theater and a fellow cast
Republicans
and
ably quickly disappear with the some
member
on
"Family
Affair."
midst of the summer hiatus,
next role or the chance to make Democrats, that he is inHaving
such
a
fine
reference,
which is part vacation and part
a film. "Family Affair" is hard- creasingly unpopular with New
work. As for the latter of the not to mention Kathy's own exly the end of the show business York's blue-collar workers and
perience
and
proved
ability
in
two, she recently came to New
line for Kathy, it's only just middle class doesn't seem to
York to appear at a toy con- theater, the time element was
starting.
have any effect on the mayor's
vention. She was seldom mis- waived in her application. Once
backers.
taken for one of the working
His undeniable charm, an
girls or executives there, standing out as she did in her gaucho
aging but handsome face,
pants and sporty boots. It was
excellent mastery of television
not long before people recogand an impeccable family

Tradition prevails
in wedding gown

nized her as Sissy from "Family Affair," and surrounded her
with requests for autographs
BOSTON (UPI) - The traand pictures, concrete evidence ditional wedding gown prevails
of grass roots support.
as the favorite with most of
During free moments of her
brides despite the
three-day eastern visit, Kathy ...btodav's
reakaway from the
made a point of taking in a few
rudiment by some.
Broadway shows, which includSo says the firm of Priscilisi
ed "No, No, Nanette" for one
Boston, which madelowilli!
Once a dancer herself, she eni of
joyed Busby Berkeley's elabor- for White house brides and is
ate choreography and the chance reported the leading candidate
to see the patron saint of tap to produce the dress for Tricia
dancers, Ruby Keeler, hoofing Nixon for her lone wedding to
again. Kathy though says that Edward Finch Cot.
she herself has no interest in
-When a woman marries she
dancing professionally. hut add- wants a traditional gown. not a
ed her theatrical preference curiosity piece,- said Janet
was to make films
Chute, fashion coordinator (Or
•
IF HER debut in the cinema Priscilla. -The kook dress (irk

is any indication of things tc
come,-great things can be expected of Kathy Garver. She
was only eight when she first
appeared in Cecile B. DeMille's
"Ten Commandments." Not only
that, but DeMille.paid tle young
actress the great _ compliment
of having extra scenes written
for her.
Impressive as this and the

eluding city shorts and do-ityour-elf far out or freak fabric
fads) is a curiosity. It is not
attractive.'
The firm spurns a short,
Nlod look. preferring to call
its more informal wear "country" and tint "peasant", an
adjective some manufacturers •
have ut on theirs.

Traditional the gown may
be, but it's undergone changes
-a -new interpretation of tradition", as Miss Chute put it.
"The stiffness is gone. There is
a return to softness, flattering
fabrics, the theme is definitely
nostalgic."
Their is new interest in the
sleeve and its detail, Miss Chute
said. The tapered sleeve is•back.
Fabrics in the current Priscilla
collection include French silk
lace, chiffon, English net patterned with pearls and voile
over organdy.
And for the "tiny bride",
"look as innocent as a christening," said Miss Chute. Was
she 'trying to tell us something
about ,the ' character of the
gown she-fobably will run up
for tiny Tneirl.`

background will surmount any
current hostility, they insist.
Lindsay, 49, is a graduate of
Yale and an Episcopalian. His
father was vice president of a
Wall Street investment firm.
His mother was graduated
from Wellesley.
Hardly a day goes by without
new speculation that Lindsay is
about to quit the Republican
Party and launch an all-out
campaign for the Democratic
presidential nomination. And if
that story is pushed aside,
another emerges picturing
Lindsay as a challenger to
President Nixon for the GOP
nomination next year.
Far-fetched?
The bizarre presidential
politics of the sixties has
created a climate in which
would-be candidates believe
anything is possible.
By any conventional yardstick, the 1970 election results
in New York should have
crushed
Lindsay's
last
flickering hopes. The mayor
aligned himself against the
White House and Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller and he lost on both
fronts. He supported former
Sen. Charles Goodell, a liberal
Republican, and saw Conservative James Buckley win
with the backing of Vice
President Spiro Agnew. He
indorsed Democrat Arthur
Goldberg for governor and saw
Rockefeller score a smashing
victory.
Some see Sen. Edward

'To

GOSPEL MEETING
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

E. R._Harper, Speaker
of Abilene, Texas
APRIL 9, 10, 11
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Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association

1968 MO
wide, will
air-cond
condition.
753-6737 a:

urray.

It takes financing, and
Savings and loans finance
over half the homes in the
country. More than all
other financial institutions
combined.

Murray Branch

Those who want Lindsay to
bid for the Democratic
nomination have an eye on the
1972 primaries. New Hampshire and Massachusetts do not
interest them because Muskie
and Kennedy are expected to
win handily in those states
There was pressure on Lindsay
to switch before March 6 to
qualify for the 1972 California
primary. Now backers say he
should wait until Sept. 16 and
declare in time to qualify for
the Oregon primary.

32 PIGS.
753-1389 a

FLECTR
ibch and
condition

It's a big purchase..
one of the largest in
your life!

Savings and Loan
Associations are the home
mortgage experts. People who are about to make
an investment as large as 1 home need expert
help...the Realtor, to find it.. Their Savings and
Loan Association to buy it!
See Bruce Thomas or Bobby Grogan

Large companies that have
been
headquartered
for
decades in the canyons of Wall
Street, Park Avenue, Madison
Avenue, etc., are leaving the
city in increasing numbers and
taking their tax dollars with
them.
_

BEATEN
when Blu
electric s.
Auto, "1'
Well."

ALL
cellent

BOXER FACES PENALTY
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI)-The
manager for middleweight boxer Art Hernandez announced
Friday that Hernandez, who
withdrew from a fight with
Tom Bogs in Copenhagen,
Denmark, faces suspension by
the World Boxing. Association if
he does not meet Bogs on April
15.
Trucks Cam'
Perishables
WASHINGTON — Perishable fruits and vegetables
produced in the winter gar-dens of Florida, Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and California are quick-frozen to
preserve their flavor and texture, and trucked all over
the country at zero temperatures in refrigerated vans.

Kennedy swinging his political
support to Lindsay in a bid to
block Sen. Edmund Muskie.
The mayor and consumer
advocate Ralph Nader already
have. a mutual admiration
society.
But Lindsay Is having an
increasingly hard time with the
taxpaying public. City police
and firemen who staged a
slowdown in pressing wage
demands
overvoted
whelmingly for Buckley in
November.
The
city's
traditionally Democratic
Roman Catholic sections
backed the Conservative
candidate in a massive
repudiation of Lindsay.

0 YA1
es. Ft

Savings and Loan Associations
Help You Buy It!
;.•
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FOR SALE
BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
Well."
A7C

FOR SALE
Since 1925
if it's musical . . .it's at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Now in the Dixieland
Shopping Center
Phone-753-7575

ker

1day
MIMIMMa-

TZEII

AUTOS FOR SALE

1969 FURY III with power
steering, factory air, reasonably
priced. Phone Calvert City, Ky.
A 10C
395-4662.

SAFE BUY-RELIABLE
USED CARS

ALL LOCAL NEW CAR TRADE-INS

k

$1087
Montgomery Ward

PRICES DON'T MATTER MUCH!
We Want to Sell or Trade
Your Franchised Dealer For The
BIG THREE
MERCURY-TOYOTA-GMC TRUCK

r

NE SET 3-12 inch flat bottom;
, erguson plows. Phone 435-4042
ABC
'evenings.

MICE WHITE four year old mare

BOAT AND Mobile Home Insurance Low rates, broad [REAL MATE FOR SALE
,
.
coverage, excellent claim ser
vice. Check with us before you
For Sale
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick
buy.
Galloway Insurance & Real, home. One block from
University with over $300.00
Estate Agency
Murray,Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C rental monthly income.
Central heat and air, carpet
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- throughout, large den, living
Vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. and dining room. 1 1-1 tile
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- bath. Large utility and
mington, Kentucky.
Aprill2C _carport. Phone 753-1661

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 So. 12th

Phone 753-4961

INCOME TOO Small? Relieve
the pressure on your budget-sell
Rawleigh Household Products.
For information write giving
phone no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
Co., Freeport, Ill., or call 815-232BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee 4161.
ITC
Apartment, unfurnished, two
bedroom, living room, kitchen,
utility and bath. Carpeted. Air- LADY WANTED to do light house
Dishwasher, work and stay with 6 and 13 year
conditioned.
refrigerator, stove, garbage old girls four or five days weekly.
disposal. Across from Westview If interested call Linda Emerson
Al2C
Nursing Home on South 16th 753-1275.
A6(
Street. Phone 753-4974.
-4-

FURNISHED
APARTMENT;
electric heat, private entrance
Near college. Phone 753TFNC
6564.

furnished
ROOM
THREE
apartment, electric heat, garage,
private entrance. Couple or
reliable students. Gene Landolt,
ABC
753-8175.

THREE BEDROOM House,
unfurnished, one and one-half
bath, garage, near Carter School.
Available now. Phone 7534765.
A9P

apartment. Central heat and air,
wall to wall carpet throughout,
. two bedrooms. Phone 753-4331
:._.•:•:§1 after 5:00 D
ABC
' •'m'

NOTICE

RAILROAD WELDING and,,
wrought iron shop. East Maple
Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
APRIL7C
Phone 753-1933.

NOTICE
Regardless of the
reason people drink
alcoholic beverages,
the only reason a
person becomes an
ALCOHOLIC IS by
drinking ALCOHOLIC
beverages.
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
April 20
Murray-Calloway
County Dry League
paid political advertisement)

CLEANING LADY, one day per
week. Phone 753-2522
FULL OR.Part time as Fashion
Show Director for Sarah
Coventry Jewelry. Complete kit
furnished. No delivery, no
collecting, no investments. Earn
money while you wear free
jewelry. Phone 753-3056 or 753ABC
6735.
WANTED: WAITRESS full time
at Jerry's Restaurant. Apply in,
ABC
person, South 12th Street.

BUMEll•RENT•HIRE...

10r50 NICE MOBILE home, 2
bedrooms,1 mile from Murray on
highway 121 east. Kynois McABC
Clure,753-4770 or 753-6044.

•X FURNISHED OR Unfurnished
:

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
May IP
Route 3, Murray.

HELP WANTED

2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
duplex apartment, 603 So. 11th,
carpet, all electric heat and air.
ABC
Call 753-9135 or 753-4478.

•n•••::

GARDEN
TRACTOR

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

1967 ,DODGE Coronet 500, 318,
bucket seats,4 in floor, automatic
32 PIGS. Will sell one or all. Call
753-1389 or 753-3925.
A8P ELECTRIC NORMA bass guitar, power steering and brakes
'1970 DATSUN -4 Door sedan -14,000 actual miles.
and Paris bass boom amplifier. Phone 753-8717 before 1:00
ABC
p.m.
1969 DATSUN -4 Door sedan - 15,000 actual miles.
1968 MOBILE Home, twelve Good condition. Phone 753-1911
A8P
wide, with wall to wall carpet and after 3:15 p.m.
•:;': 1969 TOYOTA - Like new
1962 VOLKSWAGEN Bus, new
air-conditioned. Excellent
cash. 4
.4; 1969 FORD GALAXIE -2 door hardtop - air conditioned.
.
condition. Price $3,200.00. Phone JERSEY COW, four years old motor, new tires, $500.00
A9C
436-2181.
Phone
nine
with
old
week
calf.
heifer
Like new
753-6737 after 5:00 p.m.
•••:':'
ABC
Phone 489-2510 after 5:00
MONTEGO MERCURY - 4 Door, 13,000 miles.
1969
Double power,
p.m.
A8P 1971 FORD LTD,
USED FRIGIDAIRE washer and
factory air and tape. Going to
1968 VOLKSWAGEN - Fastback -2 Door
dryer, good condition. One large 14
like to sell.
FOOT ALUMINUM boat,set of Vietnam, would
A8P
vise, and one maple deacon
1968 FORD FAIRLANE 500 - 2 Door hardtop - Power steering:I,
oars. Good fishing boat. Price Phone Mayfield, 247-8753.
bench. Phone 753-6200.
ABC reasonable. Phone 753-6040. AOC
and air conditioned.
1966 FORD Van. Phone 75319117 PONTIAC CATALINA - 4 Door Air conditioned
ABC
7793.
MERCURY -2 Door hardtop- Air conditioned.
1967
WARDS 14 HP
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12X64.
Fresh start this spring.
A
TRY
489Good
Phone
SPEED
condition.
VARIBLE
196.7 CHEVROLET -4 Door hardtop - V8 3 speed transmission:
Chevy! 1971 Monte
2156.
TFC Buy a new
Carlo. Air, power steering and
1967 PONTIAC GTO 4 Speed
As low as $3,776.64.
AVAILABLE NOW. 12 foot wide brakes.
Inc.,
Taylor Chevrolet,
ali CADILLAC FLEETWOOD BROUGHAM - Full power,
modern mobile home on private Dwain
Your Choice of
Street, across from
' Air conditioned
ABC South 12th
lot. Phone 753-8333.
Uncle Jeff's. Come by and see;
42" or 4E Cut
1964 CHEVROLET - 4 Door Station Wagon
Charles Jenkins, Mac
12 FT ALUMINUM Jon boat, J.11 NU,.*
ABC
753-2617.
Phone
Fitts.
heavy gauge,one year old. Phone
1963 VOLKSWAGEN - 2 Door
Don Roach at 753-5971 after 5:00
with
white
G.T.O.,
PONTIAC
1970
' 510 Main 753-1966 p.m.
ABC
blue interior. Power steering and
ammommummimili.
brakes. Four speed transmission,
NEW 2-BEDROOM trailer on two PENTA TREATED Lumber. bucket seats. Extra clean. Phone
ABC
lots, located on black top road
Resistant to rot and termites. 753-7637 after 4:00p.m.
mile from Ky. Lake, 13
Ideal for boat docks and any
NOTICE
m Murray. Has lights, water, weather exposed uses. Murray
d 500 gallon gas tank. Lumber Co., Maple Street,
ssession immediately. Phone Murray,Ky.
1TC
ABC
29 before 2:00 p.m.

ELECTRIC RANGES; one 30
iach and one 40 inch. Both in good
condition. Dunn's T.V. & Ap!Mance, 118 South 12th Street,
ADC
urray.

HRIST

get the job done

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
0 YAMAHA, 200 cs3c. 1,650
Wanted responsible party to
es. Phone 753-6667 after 5:00 take over spinet piano. Easy
Al2P terms. Can be seen locally. Write
m.
Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 276,
ALL ELECTRIC Organ. Shelbyville,Indiana 46176. A6P
xcellent condition. Phone 753A8P
NOTICE

1G
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THREE •ROOM Furnished
apartment. Couple preferred.
Downtown
location.
Very
reasonable rent, all utilities paid.
Phone 753-5617 or 753-1257.
A8C

SIX ROOM brick house on 312
Irvan. No pets please. Phone 4928283.
ADC

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

3
4
5
6

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

OMM GM= WM
OBOM OMMO OMB
100 MEM DOOMMO
GOO OW 0061
OMOU OM DOMM
MMO 01110 0010
UM EMBOMOO MN
IMO MOO MO
01100 UOM MMOU
MGM 00B GEO
OMMEIMM BOB 03
GOM 01200 MOW
OMB UMMO MO

Named
Cook slowly
Pronoun
Sun god
Chemical
compound
Unwanted
plant
Petty ruler
Mature
Rocky hill
Man's
nickname
Weird
Bright star
Bog
Kettledrum
Wooden pin
Untamed
Former Russian
rulers
Sodium chloride
Vessel
Vital organ

1 In music,
high
4 Scolding
7
woman
9 Posed for
8
portrait
12 Hawaiian
9
wreath
10
13 Plague
11
14 Time gone by
16
15 Masive
17 Seesaw
18
19 Base
20
20 Hebrew
6
21
festival
22
43 Equal
32 For shame!
21 Stalk
35 Sums
44 Stitch
23
23 Animal coat
24 Float
36 Residue
45 New Zealand
25
27 Small lump
parrot
mix
Cake
26
37
28 Transgress
46 Petition
Item of
39
29 Metal tubes
properly
47 Silkworm
30 Hebrew month 28
40 Edible seed
48 Obstruct
29
31 Possessed
island
31
42 Danish
SI A state (abbr.)
32 Enemy
33 Sun god
34 Roadside
1 7 3 Cy#1. 4 5 6 7 8 Vieci 9 10 II
PAN
hotel
'iteii
44
36 River island
12
AN 14
13
37 Prohibit
38 Malay canoe
15
18
t'117
39 Peer Gynt's
16RI••••••
mother
40 Cronies
(colloq.)
f•!•!:
41 Rubbish
21 72
23
.
RCS 24
"
43 Fondle
44 Old, decrepit
27
?C•::: 2t1.
:$::: 29
horses (slang)
,
,..A%
46 Occupying a fillUUUU
,C•74. 32
'CZ.: 31 MI
Mn
chair
49 Lamprey
SO Song,and-danc
show
52 Period of time
53 Existed
42
54 Amphibious
mammal
SS Edge
:........:61

a

UUU

:,...*;°
.....:

,,

...,.k
35

1.1
c-x,ro

a

.....„

...
ma

..:44,
111
:
A.kx
UUUIUI
UU•1139 •U'°UUU

Eli
u
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TWO BEDROOM Furnished
apartment,
carport,
airconditioned, washer and dryer
available. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
753-6609.
ABC

and colt six months. Phone 7530.......
FOR ALL your home alterations
DOWN
778 mornings between 8:00 and
'PR 32
or
ill
new
gia
El
MI
etc.
•!••••
remodeling,
repairs,
2:00,or nights after 5:00
I Everyone
33
:1:1111
A8P COMING SOON to Murray, THREE ACRES with good old Free estimates. Call 7532 Confederate
•sn.
11
Ai'UUUU 4.•:4.
general
May 6C
tr. bi UnitedFeature Syndicate. Inc.
Brandon campers, aluminum modern two-bedroom house, two 6123.
AN YOUR rugs and carpet covers and campers built to fit miles from city limits on Ky.
1550, "Wiswell Road." Has good. WILL DO bookkeeping. 30 years 1'1
•th TREWAX. Rent shampooer your pick up. 753-6583 or 437I IS
HEY, MANAE,ER,
LJE NEVER EVEN ,GET OUR
A8P well, good garden, outbuildings, experience. Pick up and delivery.
4252.
d save money at Purdom's
_ _ THE SPORTS
NAMESON
NOW COME OUR
fenced pasture and shade trees Phone 753-2744. .
ABC
A8C
c.
TEAM NEVER WINS
Low
WE PLAYING? WHAT
galore. Has 71•4 per cent VA
TERMITE
HUNTINGDON
AN'( AWARDS?
PO WE GET OUT Of ALL THIS ?
(transferrable) loan covering FURNITURE REFINISHING.
PHONOGRAPH, Control.
'STEREO
local
our
Call
three-fourths the price.
All work guaranteed. Free
walnut base, plexiglass cover, representative, day or night, for
gilt"
ALSO A three bedroom brick at pickup and delivery. Free
two speakers, $75.00. Solid state free estimate. Mrs. Keys Keel,
Yihitnell.
520
estimate
or
Antique
natural
FM converter for car radio, 753-4672.
ABC
,A MAGNIFICENT home at 1209 _finish. Jerry McCoy,tt7.1r.
dr 1
A9P
:
0
$25.00. Phone 753-4806.
Doran Road
May 5C
3045.
ft
1
1
'17
A "MONEY Making", 30 space
1969 12x47 Mobile home. Call 753Mobile Home Court
FOR YOUR Auction sale needs,
Nancy
1950 between 7:00 and 11:00
For these and "Multiple Listed" call Otto Chester Auction Ser(mornings( between 7:00 and
properties, and to list to sell, call vice. Specializing in; furniture,
THERE'S
ABC
10:00 rii1Rhts)
C. 0. Bondurant Realty; 753-9954 antiques and farm equipment.
WE MUST BE
A STREET
THINK
WE'RE
I
MINI St
A6NC Complete auction service with
or 753-3460.
IN THE
SIGN ON THE
!thitee
I/Jhee1
LOST---WHERE
licensed, bonded auctioneer.
THE PLACE to buy those good
CORNER
FOUR ROOM house and 100'x210' Reasonable rates and fiee ARE WE?
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
asid
MAXI ST
foot lot. Two rooms can be estimates. Phone 435-4042. 1TP
)iig sale, just low prices every
finished upstairs. $4,000.00. State
day. Rowland Refrigeration
A6P
Street, Hazel, Kentucky.
Sales and Service, 116 South 12th
PUBLIC HEARING
May6C
Street.
11F111111
COTTAGE ON Kentucky Lake,
Notice is hereby giver by the
large three bedroom, completely
CLEAN CARPETS the save and
modern, total electric, air- Murray Planning Corrunission
life way with Blue Lustre. Rent
conditioned, all utilities. On large for the City of Murray, Kentucky,
electric shampooer $1. Big
-!arm•
lot,$8,500.00. Phone 753-6825. A8C will hold a public hearing at 7:30
aaat.-6
•a
s
AlOC
K.
p.m. April 20, 1971, at the Murray
FOR SALE OR TRADE
City Hall.
MOBILE HOME, 10X50, furThe purpose of this meeting is The Colonials
TRAILER PARK for sale or
nished, electric heat, airconduct a public hearinebn
to
trade, 1 mile from Ky. Lake. Call
frconditioning. Phone 753-991A7P
ABC proposed rezoning certain area in
436-2334.
S,
e,o0DEODY,
the City of Murray, Kentucky.
GOOP
P2EACHERS
AAUST
WHY
OR
SALE
FOR
RENT
1970
CUSTOMIZED
following
FULLY
Resolved that the
&RAE 7
BE SO POOIZ ?
THREE BEDROOM brick house. described are in the City of
Triumph. Sharp!!! Phone 753New Concord Rd,
AlOP
two baths. 222 South Ilth Stseet. Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned
,421 after 4:00p.m.
Murray, Ky.
TUT,
Possession April 1. Phone 753- from R-3 Residential District to
TUT,
TFC
District.
Office
2987
Professional
from
Chinchilla
OF
3 HERDS
FOR LEASE
PEARBeginning at a point on the
4ertified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
WANTED TO BUY
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
Tobacco base, .64 south right-of-way on Main Street
CURED
AIR
Sellers, birds. 12 aquariums, USED TRAILERS, also used air- hundreds acre. Phone 489-2510 and the present B-2 District;
',complete with fish, (cheap). consitloners or what have you. after 5:00p.m.
A8P thence south 250 feet to a point;
Apri122( See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
thence west 210 feet to a point;
!one 753-1862.
LOST & FOUND
thence south 210 feet to a point;
A7C
Court after 4:00p.m.
PART CHIHUAHUA and thence west 100 feet to a point;
LOST:
PRICE MOBILE
WANT TO BUY used T.V. An- part Dachshund female. dog. thence north 210 feet to a point; L'il
Abner
l4ONIE CENTER
Answers to name of Taffy, brown thence west 100 feet to a point;
tenna and stove. Phone 753WE ONCE HAD
AM KNOWS ONE
OUR HOME- COMPARED
BUT IS THERE ONE
thence south 75 feet to a point;
please
found
If
call
white.
and
ABC
5058.
ONE WHO
COMING
NO GAL WOULD
10 TH'ONE
REPULSIVE ENOUGH
Hints too 52.995N
753-9269.
TFNC thence west 100 feet to a point;
LOOKED LIKE
QUEEN
TETCH- NOT
AM GOTTO DISCOURAGE
point;
low as '195x DOWN
a
to
NEED
feet
WE
75
north
thence
A
EVEN YOR'N
FLATELOPED
DON KNOTT'S
OUR GiRLS?
WANT TO BUY; logs and
A
GuARD!!
east
WITH
CHESTED
the
to a point on
IS ROCK
641 S. Phone 753-3640
standing timber. Also have for' LOST: COLLIE, three years old, thence west
--A NICE
DON
HUDSON
NIM!!
murray, Ky. Next to
and sawdust. male, sable and white. Answers right-of-way on South 8th. Street;
'tale lumber
REPULSIVE
KNOTTS
to a point on the
itolidav Inn
.131
ONE
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co, to name of Joe. Wearing Mem- thence north
•
phis tags. Phone 753-9281, south right-of-way on Main
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
Ask about our rental
- AlOP Street; thence east with Main
reward.
up to 10 yr
purchase
Street to the point of beginning.
WANTED TO RENT
c/V
All interested parties are
LOST: LADIES red billfold at
II
this
attend
4 11\
;
1
to
invited
cordially
checkhas
Center,
Sewing
Singer
3
WANTS TO rent, modern
144A)
46
book in it. May keep money, but public hearing.
with
country
in
house
bedroom
2
/
101
pickup,
toh
14
1935 FORD
Murray Planning Commission
Smiles out of Murray. please return billfold Phone 753140ot. Vista-Liner Oarnper, lots of garden 4 or
E. Moyer, Chairman. ITC
Robert
ABC
5525.
ABC
ART' 753-5240
extras Phone 753-8136

UU

110
14141

OUTSKIRTS

Wheel Deal
Itsws
Ynur Wheel Horse
Dealer in

...I,. SM. 111. JR 0008 Immo.
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Former County
Man Succumbs
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Word has been received of the
death of Hubert Marshall, formerly of Calloway County, who
died suddenly of a heart attack at
his home in St. Louis, Mo., on
Monday morning.
Marshall, age 67, had been
employed at Curlee's at St. Louis,
Mo., since he left Calloway
County forty-five years ago. He
was the son of the late Jack and
Sammie Marshall of this county.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Kathleen Marshall of St. Louis,
Mo.; three &EMS-, Eugene of
Milwaukee, Wisc., Harold and
Billy of St. Louis, Mo.; two
sisters, Mrs. 011ie Workman of
Murray Route One and Mrs.
Jesse Crouse of Murray Route
Two; one brother, A. J. Marshall
of Murray Route One; seven
grandchildren; two
great
grandchildren.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in St. Louis, Mo., on
Thursday.

KENTUCKY
•

Joe Harrell
Passes Away

Miss Kama Alexander, left, is presented with a four plea
lightweight matching set of luggage by LaMoine Zimmerman,
manager of the Montgomery-Ward Store on Main Street, Murray,
for her honor as beingnamed a state 4-H Club winner in consumer
education in home economics by the Extension 4-H Staff el the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture. Karen Is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Alexander, 983 Coldwater Reed,
Murray. Selection was based on her work and accomplishments
In her project work.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

45 Seek
Offices
At MSU

Joe Harrell of Murray Route
Three died this morning at stit
o'clock at the Westview Nursing
Home. He was 84 years of age.
The deceased was a native of
Trigg County and was a retired
merchant in that county. He
formerly operated the Turkey
Creek Boat Dock in Trigg County.
He was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church and the
Masonic Lodge at Golden Pond.
Harrell was born October 11,
1996, and his parents were the
late James Harrell and Elizabeth
Dunn Harrell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Sadie V. Harrell of Murray Route
Three; three daughters, Mrs.
Rex (Ethel) Holland of Cadiz,
Mrs. Dow (Joette) Morse of
Louisville, and Mrs. W. T.
(Noville) McDermott of Benton;
two sons, Alvin H. Harrell of
Murray Route Four and Edwin J.
Harrell of Jacksonville, Fla.;
eighteen grandchildren; fortyone great grandchildren; four
great great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. D. W.
Billington and Rev. T. G. Shelton
officiating.
Burial will be in Ferguson
Springs Cemetery in Trigg
County with the arrangements by
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call.

Federal State Market News
Service April 6, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 824 Est. 900 Forty-five candidates are
Barrows and Gilts 25c higher seeking office in the annual
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The Sows steady
student government and CIAis
stock market opened mixed in US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 116.00-16.50; elections at Murray State
moderately active trading to- US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $15.75-16.00; University Wednesday, April 7.
day.
Polls will be open from 8 a.m.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 115.25-15.75;
Shortly after the opening, the US 3-4 260-230 lbs. $14.75-1525; to 5 p.m. in the ballroom of the
Dow Jones industrial average Sows
Waterfield Student Union
was off 0.07 at 905.00. Advances US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.00-14.00; 'Building n the campus. Nine
topped declines, 147 to 95, on US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 812.50-13.00; voting machines furnished by
358 issues on the tape.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $12.00-12.50. Calloway County will be used in
In the steel group, U.S. Steel
the balloting.
dipped lis to 321
/
2. Bethlehem
Randy Hutchinson of Carlyle,
held unchanged at 2171.
III., current president of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Du Pont lost a full point to
student government, said he
1381
/
2 among -the chemicals.
believes a greater percentage of broad categories to another
Union Carbide and Eastman
the student body will turn out for except funds directed to the
Kodak surrendered 1.4 each to The funeral for J. U. Compton, the election than in the past few disadvantaged.
443, and 7844, respectively.
sr., was held today at two p.m. at years.
Nixon said his proposal would
motors, General he chapel of the Max Churchill
In the
Election results are expected to preserve all existing safeguards
Motors gained Is to 83I4. White -uneral Home with Bro. Arlie be announced about 6:30 p.m. against racial discrimination.
Larmer officiating.
Motor held steady at 173n.
Candidates
student He proposed a specific requirefor
Jersey Standard tacked on Lff 1 Pallbearers were nephews] government office,'-includes:
ment for states to certify that
to InPos in the oils. Standard of lLeonard Walker, Otis Walker,
President -Tim Lutz, Hen- services provided in all schools
California climbed Is to 571
/
2, Ra1ph Evans, Brent Evans, Troy derson Junior; Raymond Muzia, vrithin a single districtfite fully
but Texaco dipped as to 357e,!Vance, and W. T. Wilkinson. Stamford, Conn , senior and comparable.
Phillips was unchanged at 311
/
2. Burial was in the Lone Oak Ralph Tesseneer, Union soh- Nixon renewed his proposal of
Occidental gained Is to 201
/
2, Cemetery with the arrangement pomore.
last year for a national institute
Pennsoil 1 4 to 33/
y the Max Churchill Funeral
1
2.
Vice president-Dennis Estes, to develop research and experHome.
Owensboro, junior; and Doug entation in education similar
Compton, age 81, died Sunday Myers, Paducah junior.
o the federal government's
at six p.m at the Murray- Secretary candidates
fforts in agriculture and
Calloway County Hospital. He
Treasurer-Charles Foster, edicine.
was a retired college teacher and Louisville junior, and Hugh
member of the Lone Oak Griffith,
Warren,
Mich
Z. C. Era:, Calloway Cl
--v
Baptist Church.
un-i
sophomore
Chairman for Wendell Ford for
Survivors are one son, J. 0.
Senior, junior and sophomore
Governor announced today the Compton, Jr., of Orlando, Fla.:
classes
for the 1971-72 school year Funeral services for
appointment of Tommy Carroll two sisters, Mrs. W. H. Evans_
Mrs.
will each elect a president, vice Mary Ray Stark of 503 Elm
as Transportation chairman for and Mrs. Dewey Wilkinson, both
president,
secretary
,
treasurer Street, Murray, will be held
Ford's Campaign.
of Murray Route Six; one and three class representatives.
Wednesday at two p rn. at the
Carroll is the son of Mrs. brother, C. V. Compton of
Freshman class officers are chapel of the J
Walter Carroll and the late Deaborn, Mich.; five grandH Churchill
elected early in each fall Funeral Home with
Walter Carroll. He is a graduate children. •
Dr Frank N.
semester.
Theder and Rev William Porter
of Murray High School and atChairman of the student officiatin
tended Murray State University.
DOG TO GIVE AWAY
government election is Frank Pallbearers wil
be Harmon
A part collie male dog, two Wright of Gary,Ind., a senior Whitnell,
He is a Master Mason, a
Frank Shroat, Bryan
Skiriner and a member of the years old, a good pet, is free to class representative on the Tolley, Joe Pat Ward,
Max Hurt,
Murray Calloway Shrine Club. someone. For information call student council.
Gingles Wallis, James ThurHe is the County chairman of the 4354352. 4
mond. and Will H Whitnell.
Kentucky
Auto
Dealers
Bridge and Luncheon
PARK LEAGUE
Burial will be in the Murray
Association, member of the V. F.
All Park Leagues coaches are
Bridge at Calloway County Cemetery with the artangements
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
W., Loyal Order of the Moose, asked to meet at AWayne Country Club will begin
at 9;00
the Calloway County Country
• Wilson's office on Thursday, a.m. on Wednesday, April 7. All Home where friends may call.
Club, Murray Chamber of-.five p.m. A spokesman"ladies of the club are invited to Mrs. Stark, age 96, died
Commerce, and a past member Anvil 8 at
it was very important that play. Hostesses will be Mrs. J. B. Monday at 802 am at the
of the Murray Jaycees. Carroll
Puryear Nursing Home She was
served two years in the U. S. all coaches attend and all Wilson and Mrs. Henry Holton.
equipment is to be brought in at The Ladies Day luncheon will 96 years of age and the wifelf
Army.
William A. Stark who died August
the meeting.
follow at noon
30, 1951. Shetras born February
Carroll is the owner of Carroll
24.1875. and her parents were the
Volkswage, 800 Chestnut St. He
late T. J. Ray and Martha •E.
and his wife, Billie and their
Hurt Ray.
daughter Tonya Leigh, reside on
Survivors are two daughters,
Johnson Blvd
Mrs. William (Sally Whitnell of
'the Calloway County "Showers ners and the following:
awe Murray Route Five and Mrs.
of Fashion" was held Saturday, ribbon winners:
Gay Howard Dallas ( Elrnai Rummager of
April 3, at Calloway County High Melinda Roller,
Kim Kemp, Jackson. Ohio, two grandSchool. The Calloway County 4-H Sandra Irvin,
Mrs
Cindy Lassiter, daughters.
Gerald
Club Champion was Karen Teresa Garland,
Renee Starks, Ewald of Dallas, Texas. andlMiss
Alexander with a mix and match Jo Beth nforwood,
Pam Pierce, Susie Rummager of Cincinnati,
outfit. Runner-up was Becky Gail Tucker,
-Tammy Overby, Ohio, one great grandchild,
Scull with a formal.
Tammy Miller, Kim S mith, and Luanne Ewald of Dallas, Texas,
The following are champions in Renee Bolen;
red ribbon winners
their units: Meleia Sperm-Play were: Tammy
Haley, Janet
clothes; Janet Usrey-first dress; Murdock, and
Alessi Jan Walker;
Jill Falwell-skirt and blouse; white
ribbons. Kathy Treas.
(Continued from Page 1
The Calloway County Board of Debra Tucker-skirt; and Kim
.The winner in the skirt and
Education, meeting in regular Starks-apron.
blouse unit was Jill Falwell, had warned that smaller scale
session Monday night, April 5, Those modeling aprons were:
second place; Vanessa Stone and forays would be made to keep
voted unarninously to ask the Rim Starks-champion; Oawr
third place; Cathy Calhoun. the North Vietnamese off
State Department of Education to Sledd-2nd place; Shelia Blakely
Those modeling skirt and blouse balance and
prevent new
make recommendations as to the 3rd place; blue ribbons were won
projects other than the winners stockpiles of war material from
'best educational program by-Alias Brandon, Patricia were:
Mire ribbon winners, building
available to the coCuity school Cunningham, Charlotte C,oursey, Margaret
McCalloi, Penny U.S. Army helicopters carried
district under existing conditions Jennifer Renee, Rita Crittendon,
Lockhart, Georgia Starks, Donna the elite Ha( Rao
Black
and bonding capabilities.
Lori Brandon, Lisa Mathis, Barger,
Bonita Britt, Donna Panther) commandos of S.,uth
Debra Thomason, Shelia Gayle Adams,
Vietnam's
1st Infantry Division
Dana Miller, and Minda
Present revenue which will be McKenzie, Mitzi Redick, Laurie
Hurt; red ribbon winners were- Into Laos today, landing them
available
the
to
Board of HaleY, Lemma Duke, Marie Armmade
at a North Vietnamese
Dana Scott.
supply
Education over a twenty year strong, Teresa McKinney,
The unit winner In first drain base area known as 8(611 A
period gives the county district a Stephanie Wyatt, Donna Smith, was Janet
.snununi
que said the
Usrey, second *Ito
ti,,uth
bonding potential of $1,200,000.00 Lesa Arm Hoke, Patricia Fennell, was Martha
Vietnamese raiders killed
McC,allon,
and
third
15
according to board officials.
Janet Rowland, Felecia Rhodes, place was Diane
North
Vietnames
e
Harrison. Thoee
Kathy Jo Black, Teresa Starks, modeling besides
U.S.
headquarters in slivori
the winners
As been previously noted, this and Paula Fay Cavitt; red ribwere: Blue ribbon winners: said there were no reporL of
sum is not sufficient to lm- bons were won by: Mary Anne
Tricia Kline, Kathy Higgin- any American helicopters lost
plement the recommendations of Connor, Laura Jarrett, Gaynell
botham, Melaine Norwood In the operation No U.S.
the 1968 survey, and as four tax Reed, Patricia McCuiston,
Elaine Eversmeyer, Laurie eserialties were announced.
referendums have been defeated, Bonita Green, LaDon Dowdy;
Eteatty, and Penny Higgins.
The ANSWER
N
r eaC
utth
Arle
1.
the board feels that another look white ribbons were won by;
161partpt
.
th15sitTement:
Those modeling in tie play
Murray
needs to be taken as to what can Renee Mart.
clothes
units
were:
Champion
,
called
be rinne immediately to aid tin The winner in the skirt unit was
Meleia Spann, secorid place,
educational program for the Debra TuCker, second place was
Phyllis Adams,third place, Alene Th
Mur ay,VP e
Mtoon4(?°a
S occupants
:
()S the two story
children of the Calloway County Rhonda Darnell. and third place
Paschall. Blue ribbon winner - brick smelled smoke
hut there
School District, a board member' was Tammie Calhoun. Those
Renee Sledd and red ribbon was no fire, according
t,, records
siad
modeling aprons were the win- winner -Sherri McKinney
.
of the department

Today's Stock
Market

Lawn & Garden
MONEY SAVERS
It's so easy to beautify your grounds ...And
11111.11
*if

•

f

rPrimitive

..Come
save!

410
\.
II

:
i'•

EDDING PLANTS

If

4vJ

Petunias. Ageratum, Snap Dragons, Coleus.
Marigolds, Alyssum and many more

ROSE BUSH SPECIALS

By
WAS}
ident N
televisi(
what is
up in
soldiers
crease
levels t
a year

ROSE BUSHES
Already Growing. Just Put In The
Ground. Many different shades of red,
pink, yellow plus white and two-tone

ORGANIC

PEAT MOSS
2 aim tot bag

$223

73;

Kent
rain or
easter
followe
the ens
Fair
of the s
the sta
Warr
Highs t
mid 50s
313s. Mil
50s V3

TOMATOES

TILLER

- ENGINE: 4 hp Briggs and Stratton mounted on
stampedchassls, -TRANSMISSION: Cast iron.
CLUTCH: Automotive cone typo clutch. Engin* directly connected to transmission with weight disirtbution ever the tines foe ease of operation and
no loss of iciwar, -REVERSE: Full power double
pulley belted, -CONTROLS: On handles for ease of
operation

$9788

BIG BOYS and
RUTGERS in 3"
peat pot

1 :pr

COMPLETE LME OF

FLOWER BULBS and
GARDEN SEED
5- lb bag el Fescue

El
Chan
Friday
Friday
firming
cloudi
Sunday
import
Saturd
the 40s

Grass Seed
$1

27

Reg. $129°8

Corni
Plan
Chri!

I/

Dr.
minisl
Churc
the (
aervic
First
Fricia
The
Chart
Prest
invoc
M. Pt
Minis

RADIO

,

$688 GARDEN C

-Exclusive recessed wheel design
-Balanced design resists tipping
-Heavy gouge steel troy and —
wheels
PISTOL GRIP
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1191111

4 H.P.
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By)
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Fire Su;
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hours of
said.
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Nine plants to pack.

PLANT-A-PACK

Rites Are Thursday
For Mrs. Stark

Vietnamese...
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selection.
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Karen Alexander Named
Champion 014-H Fashion Show

Board Asks
For Fiscal
Survey

•

inexpensive, too, when
you buy at Big K.
We have a wonderful

r

Compton Services
Are Held Today

Tommy Carroll Is
Named, Committee

•
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President...

A

TUESDAY-APRIL 6. 1971

GARDEN NOSE
50 ft.,
Champion
3/8-inch hose.

87`

NOSE NOZZLE
77c
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Sprays from fin• mist to
heavy stream . . con be
locked at any spray.

SUPER SAVE
SPECIAL

3 N.P. BRIGGS STRATTON
20"

AggL

POWER

MOWER

SAVE 5.00$3888
OUR REG. 44.83
4 Cyle engine has spin rewind starter. Base 14 in
steel. Adjusts from 1 ih to 3"
cuffing height. Completely
assembled, except handlebar.
LIMIT I

IEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
ACRES OF FR EE PARKING Open 9 - 9 Monday - Saturday
I -6 Sunday

BORDER FENCE
9" x 13" WITH STAKES
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